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INTRODUCTION
It is hard to believe that our government has obtained mindbending technology from extraterrestrials which led to the
development of the most destructive weapons systems in
history. Many of us doubt this possibility.
However, we have irrefutable proofs that such programs
exist, and are currently catalogued in secret ﬁles of the
United States Air Force. This book reveals these secrets and
refer us to the military bases where these weapons systems
are stored. Weapons which escape the logic of our mind and
our belief. Some belong to the 22nd century, to name a few:
Project Omega.
Weapons systems capable of slowing down time, or
prolonging it indeﬁnitely.
A weapon
projection.

device

which

creates

a

holographic

Weapon system which sucks up the oxygen from the
air we breathe.
The Neutron-Oxygen bomb.
Stargates Holographic Zooming Project.
B.E.R: Bioelectric extraterrestrial military robots.
The Humanoids-US “BER Program” and Men-in-Black
The EM weapon system and eﬀect on the human
brain
The Extraterrestrials’ “Corridor Plasma”
The Vortex Tunnel weapon system.
Of course, in addition to:
1-Project Snowbird

2-Project Aurora
3-Project Excalibur
4-Project Blue Team
5-Project Sign
6-Project Red Light
7-Project Grudge/Aquarius
8-Project Moon Dust and Blue Fly
9-Project Blue Book
10-Project Magnet
11-Project Pounce/Pluto
12-Project Gabriel/Joshua
13-Project Plat
14-Project Luna
15-Project Crystal Knight
16-Project SERPO
17-TAC Star Project
18-D.A.R.P.A.
19-MK Ultra Mind Control Program.
Read this book with an open mind.
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General Public
_______________________________
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aliens-US technology
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____________________

I. Deﬁnition and introduction:
B.C.B is an acronym for the infamous Black Conic Box, also
called “Compressor”.
It was reported that the United States military is currently
working on phase one of an exotic weapon system known as
the BCB. Testing is done at AUTEC, an American military
naval base in the Bahamas.
Insiders and scientists nickname the program, or the
“gadget” the “Compressor”. The gadget consists of a small
black cylindrical container, 1 foot in height by ½ foot in
width.
*** *** ***

II. Synopsis of its mechanism and mode of operation:
“It is a movable (Mobile) device, that functions without an
external source of energy,” claimed a foreign scientist
working for the military on an anti-gravity-electro-magnetic
project, based on quantum physics. In other words, it works
without an electric current, batteries, or any similar source of
power.
It is neither electronic nor atomic.
It is programmable and re-programmable.
It draws its energy from within.
An internal cell located in the very inner circle of the cone
emits an enormous amount of “sucking power” capable of
absorbing, transporting, resizing, and condensing a large
amount of contents and materials into the cone.
“The ‘sucked up’ materials can be anything, all sorts of
things…the box can suck up everything you have in your
apartment, absolutely everything, chairs, tables, furniture,
your bed, your closets, your clothes and even your pets, melt
them like ice-cream and boom, shoot them right in the
box…” said a well-informed insider, who allegedly works at
AUTEC, where pertinent experiments are conducted.
*** *** ***
III. De-fragmenting the molecules:
It was heard from the grapevine, that the “Sucking Power” of
this device has the capability of de-fragmenting any object,
and reducing it to any desirable size, density, format and
weight.
This is based upon the fact, that everything in the universe is
made out of molecules, and the density of the molecules
dictates the nature, weight and size of any object, any
substance, any matter in the world.
By reducing, decreasing, increasing and/or altering the
properties of molecules, any object can be reduced and/or

enlarged either to the biggest or smallest desired shape, and
consequently be transported to any destination, regardless
of space and distance.
The process can also de-fragment the molecules to a certain
point, where the biggest object can ﬁt inside the smallest
possible container.
*** *** ***
IV. An extraterrestrials-US joint program:
It was allegedly reported that this “sucking device” is an
alien technology invented by the Grays, and was given by a
“non-human race” (Humanoids) closely working with the
military in two secret military bases.
A whistleblower claimed that “AUTEC is one of those secret
military bases working on 21st and 22nd centuries military
technology.”
Some have claimed that this or a similar “Sucking
Technology” device was responsible for the vanishing and/or
disappearance of many ships and airplanes in the Bermuda
Triangle.
A French-American scientist who vaguely described the black
box (Sucking Device) stated verbatim, word for word, “Only
those anomalies of the Bermuda Triangle that have occurred
after September 1958 were unintentionally caused by
extraterrestrials-US joint programs.
The government is not so vicious to cause all these
tragedies. In the ﬁrst phase of their operation, they (United
States) needed some adjustments; they did not know how to
regulate the equilibrium and the opening (Sliding and
Bumping) of the “Tectonic Vacuum”.
It is not exactly a tectonic vacuum, but pretty close.”
*** *** ***

V. Viewed by science:
One scientist commented on this puzzling “Sucking Device”
and molecules de-fragmentation. He said, yes, it could
happen in theory, and as a matter of fact, some laboratories
are currently working on a similar research, and are studying
the multiphoton
infrared
photoinduced
ion-molecule
reactions.”
Others spoke about a quasi-similar research, although, it is
far from echoing the true nature of the “Black Conic Box”,
and explaining how it works.
They are talking about the “UV-laser-assisted degradation of
poly (methyl methacrylate).”
C. Wochnowski; S. Metev have claimed that, “in a recent
study, “Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has been
irradiated by UV-laser light with diﬀerent wavelengths (193
nm, 248 nm and 308 nm) in order to investigate the
photolytic degradation of the physical–chemical molecular
structure.
The photoinduced chemical reactions at the polymer surface
have been investigated by QMS, XPS, FTIR and NMR in order
to clarify the degradation mechanism. It was also shown that
in the UV-illuminated area a modiﬁcation of the refractive
index can be achieved which strongly depends on the
irradiation conditions.”
*** *** ***
VI. A devilish invention:
Sucking up your brain, memory and all your personal
thoughts:
The “Sucking Machine” is a devilish, satanic invention. If it
falls into the hands of evil people, say good bye to humanity.
“They could control the whole world,” says a foreign military
scientist.

It can suck up your whole life, everything you know,
everything you are thinking about, your thoughts, your ideas,
your health, your memory, your brain, and store them in the
conic box.
They can reprogram you, and send back information and
disinformation to disillusion your brain and screw up your
life.”
He went on to say: “The BCB can destroy or confuse a
person’s ATP (Adenosine Triphosphate), which is the energy
coin of the cell.
When cells are destroyed, molecules and membranes die.
The “Sucking Machine” de-regulates the transfer of energy
and all sources of vitality from chemical bonds to your body
absorbing energy called Endergonic, and causes destructive
reactions in the cell.”
When asked to elaborate further, he replied calmly, “I don’t
want to end up like Bender!”
Nota bene: Bender is Albert K. Bender of Bridgeport,
Connecticut, who in April 1952, created the International
Flying Saucer Bureau (IFSB). The Bureau was very active and
extremely successful. But in 1953, and all of a sudden,
Bender dismantled the Bureau, stopped publishing his
magazine “Space Review”, and ceased all his UFOs writings,
activities and investigations.
Some, including the Bureau’s UFO chief investigator, Gray
Barker have claimed that Bender was threatened by the CIA,
and three men-in black visited Bender in his oﬃce, and told
him to stop everything, otherwise, he will be imprisoned, and
possibly killed.
Apparently, Bender took their threat seriously, and closed
down his business. Bender’s silencing inspired the daring
Gray Barker to write a best-selling book, “They Knew Too
Much About Flying Saucer”.

In the book, Barker wrote about Bender’s silencing, and
called it the “Bender mystery”. Of course, these are only
assumptions and unfounded allegations.
Nevertheless, Bender went out of business.
*** *** ***
VII. BCB controls your Dopamine and creates new
habits:
“The BCB can also be used as a “mental weapon”.
It controls everything in your mind and in your body. It
creates new habits, and makes you addicted to “something
you don’t want in your life”.
Because it empties your brain from all its contents, and put
in (in your brain) new things, new information, new habits,
new desires and new thoughts, the person who is operating
the machine becomes your master.
He is in charge now, and you become his puppet.
The BCB is more than a military weapon…” explained a
former military scientist who worked on mind control
programs, sponsored by governmental agencies.
He added, “In the past, and for many years, the government
tried unsuccessfully to understand how this horrible alien
technology worked.
The scientist extraterrestrials who were working with military
astrophysicists
in
secret
underground
military
labs/installations demonstrated to us how this machine
works. But none could really understand what made it work.
I think, now, and unfortunately, they have cracked down its
secret. But at what price?”
*** *** ***
VII. What is Dopamine?

Dopamine is an important neurotransmitter (messenger) in
the brain.
Science deﬁned Dopamine “as a catecholamine (a class of
molecules that serve as neurotransmitters and hormones.)
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time, or prolonging it indeﬁnitely
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____________________
I. Introduction:
Imagine people accustomed to working from 9 am to 5 pm,
going to work in the morning to a day that seemingly never
ends.
Or an ambulance with a patient that needs emergency
treatment never seeming to reach the nearest hospital. What
should be a ﬁve or ten minute ambulance ride takes ﬁve
weeks to travel the same distance in normal time.
Obviously the patient will expire, and the 9 to 5 employee
will collapse and die from complete physical exhaustion.
What seems to be going on here, is that the physical body is

straining under the conditions of the slowing down of time,
that the mind seems to be completely unaware of.”
Imagine the scenario seen by people on the ground, of
airplanes dropping like stones out of the sky, due to the fact
that they have run out of fuel before ever reaching their
destination. On the pilot’s instruments, everything has
slowed down except for the fuel consumption by the plane’s
engines.
The stewardesses have run out of food and drink in the
galleys, due to the indeterminable length of the ﬂight, and
ask the pilot and co-pilot why they have run out before the
plane has landed, when they knew they were suﬃciently
stocked before the ﬂight took oﬀ.
This particular ﬂight from Washington D.C. to New York City,
which normally takes only 50 minutes, has been airborne for
a month.
Master Kanazawa gave us another example of a passenger
onboard this ﬂight, having an urgent need to go to the
bathroom, taking up to a week to unzip and pull down his
pants!
What then would also happen to the rest of the world, and
people’s daily lives?
Work schedules and appointments, food and medical supply
deliveries, nuclear plants that generate electricity needing
maintenance, and nuclear warheads needing fuses and
detonators
to
have
scheduled
maintenance
and
replacement?
Or picture a parent going to pick up their kids after school,
and taking what seems forever to reach them.
Or a woman going into labor but never delivering the baby?
She will be in labor for ever.
*** *** ***
II. Is there any way to solve this problem?

Unfortunately, there is no way to solve this problem, as the
mind has no way of becoming aware of what is happening, or
realizing what to do about it.
The purpose of such a weapons system is to completely
break down the fabric of society, and incapacitate all
faculties and tools of humans, to defend themselves from
aliens attacking them with this form of weaponry.
By how much is time is slowed down, and is there any way to
quantify or measure the rate of the slowing down of time?”
The Lyrans, the Dracos (from Alpha Draconis), the Zeta
Reticulans and the Anunnaki, as well as other civilizations
from the Ashtari constellations have this weapons system
and can slow time down 100 percent, to the point where time
particles begin to disintegrate, and an entire race of beings
can be transported back in time.
*** *** ***
III. Project Omega:
There was a “Project Omega”, which remains completely
unknown to this day to any Ufologist, which dealt with this
technology.
In 1957 and 1958, the Gray aliens told President Dwight
Eisenhower about this technology.
The American military and President Eisenhower did not
believe it possible, until the Grays “rewound the tape of
time” to the point where they were able to not only see a
holographic projection of Jesus, but listen to his voice as well.
*** *** ***
The Grays, General Marshall, President Eisenhower,
and D-Day.
General Marshall was present at this meeting, and decided to
ask the Grays if they could re-project an event that occurred

in World War II, known only to General Omar Bradley,
General Patton, General Eisenhower and himself.
He gave them the date and location of this event, and waited
for the holographic projection. What they then saw before
them, was accurate down to the very last detail. The Grays
then went even one step further to reveal two letters within
the holographic projection:
One, a speech to be given by Eisenhower in the event of a
successful storming of the beaches of Normandy on D-Day,
and another speech to be given, in the event that this D-Day
event was a failure.
The existence and contents of the two letters were known
only to Generals Bradley and Eisenhower. Also shown were
the six draft letters written by Eisenhower and his secretary.
The device used to create a holographic projection.
“What is the device used to create this holographic
projection system that can show past, present and future
events in time?”
It is called the Miraya.”
Many alien civilizations have this technology.
*** *** ***
IV. Has this weapons system ever been used before,
and who used it against whom?
a-The Bnatnouriim.
To our knowledge, alien races have never used this
technology as a military weapon against each other. However
it was used as a genetic tool by Aruru, Namu and Inanna,
about 63,000 years ago, to revisit their Chimiti to evaluate
and upgrade one of the seven proto-types of the human
race.
The reason for this was the fact that the “women of light”
(Bnatnouriim) got bored being isolated ad indinitum in their

quarantined habitat in the Arabian Peninsula.
The Anunnaki goddesses upgraded one of the early human
species, to a level of knowledge and awareness that allowed
them to meet the standard of mating with Bnatnouriim.
*** *** ***
b-Project Serpo, Zeta Reticuli, and Stargate.
In modern times, zooming into the past did occur
accidentally, during one of the phases of Project Serpo. The
original Serpo team consisted of ten members – nine men
and one woman.
The woman was released from the team project when it
found out that she was pregnant, thus only the nine men
went through the Stargate initially. They zoomed into the
future, into the realm of three star systems outside of our
galaxy. The plan was to have traveled to Zeta Reticuli, but
the stargate sent them somewhere else, for unknown
reasons.
The data entered to go through the stargate, had included
seven planets that had atmospheres and climates similar to
that of Planet Earth.
The ship these men traveled in through the stargate was one
made for that trip by the Zeta Reticulan Grays.
Unfortunately, they did not end up in the Zeta Reticulan star
system, and while stuck there, ran out of food and supplies,
causing the death of three of the men.
This catastrophic mistake could have easily been avoided,
had one of the pilots been a Zeta Reticulan, as was
suggested by the Zeta Reticulan Grays.
However the American military refused, since they did not
fully trust the aliens, and decided to go only with the two
human pilots, that had been trained on Gray ships for a
period of just twelve months, on a secret base in Alaska.

The reason for taking the pregnant woman oﬀ the team, was
due to the fact that had she given birth in another planetary
system, and in another time/dimension, her son would return
far older than his mother (perhaps by a hundred thousand
years) and military scientists were not yet ready to deal with
such situations.
The reasons for this, according to an insider scientists: “Her
baby’s
birth
in
another
system,
under
diﬀerent
conditions/laws of physics would aﬀect only the infant and
not the adults, who had been born on Earth.”
*** *** ***
c-Dr. Carl Sagan was fully aware of the Project Serpo’s
expedition.
According to secret reports, there was no contact between
Earth and the crew for three Earth years.
A military scientist was told by one of the Grays that it had
taken them only ten minutes to get there.
*** *** ***

Carl Sagan suggested another attempt be made to go to the Zeta Reticulan
system. He was in direct contact with aliens for years.

Dr. Sagan was fully aware of Project Serpo’s expedition, and
wrote some of it into his novel “Contact” which was made
into a major Hollywood ﬁlm starring Jodie Foster.
Upon the return of the surviving six team members, and
before the project was completely abandoned, Carl Sagan
suggested another attempt be made to go to the Zeta
Reticulan system, this time using one of the Gray pilots, in a

second ship that had been built for this mission, with three
other members added onto Project Serpo.
For the record, the Zeta Reticulan pilot’s name was Ramu.
Again they went through the stargate, but this time, they
were zoomed back in time and space here on Earth and into
another dimension.
It was at this point that Carl Sagan pointed out to the
American military aware of this project, how this technology
could be used against the human race, by the Zeta Reticulan
Grays, having realized that both expeditions into the past
and future were deliberate diversions on the part of the
aliens.
*** *** ***
d-Betty and Barney Hill and the Zetas’ star map.
Something else worth mentioning to the reader: Why would a
world famous astronomer like Carl Sagan question the
existence of extraterrestrial beings, or question the
abduction of Betty and Barney Hill and the star map she
drew, when he himself was in direct contact with them for
years?
The Zeta Reticulan Grays did indeed show her a star map for
their star system, but worked with Carl Sagan for eight
months on a complex star map of several galaxies, some of
which were in diﬀerent dimensions, which is still to this day,
one of the most prized ﬁles on galactic civilizations in
military possession.

Poster of the ﬁlm “Contact”. Starring Jodie Foster. Story by Carl Sagan, based
upon his contacts with the Grays aliens.

Jodie Foster in a scene from the ﬁlm “Contact”.
___________________________

In this ﬁlm, there are several scenes and dialogues passages
which are based upon Carl Sagan’s “entretien” and meetings
with the Grays aliens, especially the scene related to Jodie
Foster’s sudden and short trip to another dimension, where
she meets with her deceased father.

A rendering of Mrs. Betty Hill’s map of Zeta Reticuli.

The star map as drawn by Mrs. Betty Hill in 1964 while under hypnosis.

______________________________
e-Carl Sagan and SETI.
Carl Sagan would not share any of his discoveries or
knowledge gleaned from the Grays, with any of his
colleagues, including his close associate and friend, Frank
Drake of the SETI Institute.
Carl Sagan wanted to be in full control of the whole project,
and would periodically refuse to work or cooperate with
scientists and astronomers, occasionally suggested by the
United States Air Force, NASA, and the N.S.A.
This could possibly explain why many at SETI still hate his
guts to this day!

Betty and Barney Hill displaying their drawing of the aliens’ spaceship.
___________________
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II. The purpose of this weapon
III. Two types of the Neutron Bomb
IV. Neutron Bombs produce immediate and permanent incapacitation
V. The Neutron-Oxygen bomb
______________

I. The Neutron Bomb:
Also called an “Enhanced Radiation Weapon”, the ERW or
Neutron bomb is a type of thermonuclear weapon. An ERW is
any weapon used to magnify radiation production, beyond
what is normal for an atomic device.
The research on this weapon system, was started in 1956,
reached its peak in 1958, and is generally credited to Samuel
Cohen (the self-proclaimed neurotic), of the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory, who was a protégé of Edward Teller –
the father of the Hydrogen Bomb.
*** *** ***
II. The purpose of this weapon:
This is probably the most terrifying weapon in the hands of
the American and Israeli military to date.
The purpose of this weapon is to destroy every living
biological life form, without destroying infrastructure. Every
human and living thing will die, and the area can be
captured, taken over and moved into after about a month.
The Neutron bomb is a tactical weapon, developed
speciﬁcally to release a very large portion of its energy, as

highly energetic nuclear radiation, to harm biological tissues
without causing nuclear fallout.

Explosion/Implosion of a neutron bomb.

III. Two types of the Neutron Bomb:
We are aware of two types of neutron bomb:
The Neutron-Oxygen Bomb (Blueprints of which were given
to the Americans by the Grays).
The AGM-114N, also referred to as the “Plastic Neutron
Bomb”.
The AGM-114N was said to have been used in the U.S.
invasion of Iraq, during the Battle of Baghdad in 2003, and
killed 2,000 elite Republican Guard troops, but left buildings
and infrastructure largely intact.
Apparently, this was the biggest and most horriﬁc story of
the American invasion of Iraq that was simply too ghastly an
event to report.
What causes this most excruciating and painful death, is the
massive amounts of free neutrons released, which break
down the molecular structures of all living biological things,
that basically hemorrhage to death.
Unlike heavy elements such as caesium, uranium and
plutonium that cause nuclear fallout and have very long halflives, neutron particles will be absorbed in a very short time,
rendering no lasting damage to subsequent life forms after a
period of a month or so.
*** *** ***
IV. Neutron Bombs produce immediate and permanent
incapacitation:
The Neutron Bombs were intended to deliver a dose of 80Gy,
to produce an immediate and permanent incapacitation.
However, one signiﬁcant drawback of this weapon is that not
all targeted troops will die, or be incapacitated immediately.
From ground zero and up to 1,000 yards away, most every
living thing will be totally incapacitated within minutes, and

physiologically will become the most miserable creature
imaginable, with blood exploding out of every oriﬁce in its
body.
Further out than 1,000 yards, many of those hit will
experience a brief bout of nausea, followed by a temporary
recovery, known as the “walking ghost” phase, lasting days
to weeks.
These victims will be aware of their inevitable fate, having
witnessed those who had died the most agonizing death
imaginable.
Neutron bombs are expensive to make and maintain, due to
the relatively short half-life of Tritium (12.3 yrs). However
AUTEC is stockpiled with both the “plastic” and advanced
types of Neutron bombs.

The main base of AUTEC (Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center.)

__________________________

V. The Neutron-Oxygen bomb:

The Neutron-Oxygen bomb (according to the blueprints
provided by the Grays), does not produce any explosion,
heat, ﬁre or sound, or any infrastructural damage.
It speciﬁcally targets the brain and respiratory system. Once
it is dropped, every living thing that requires oxygen to
breathe, will be asphyxiated.
The data on the volume of air, and extent of the atmosphere
aﬀected by this bomb, is still being kept top secret. However
an experiment to this eﬀect was conducted on a remote
island in the Paciﬁc Ocean in the late 1950’s.
A small airport facility was built, with perishables and
livestock placed on the island.
After the bomb was dropped from the aircraft, the pilot said
he observed what appeared to be an umbrella looking that
momentarily opened and then closed back down on itself.
No smoke, no ﬁre and no sound were seen or heard from the
detonation of this bomb.
Other military saw it diﬀerently, describing it as if it looked
like a large ﬁshing net being thrown over an area into the
water, then disappearing.
To date, this weapon has not been used on any human
civilian population, or military troops in any country.

*** *** ***

Stargates:
Modern Ba’abs
_____________
Deﬁnition and introduction
II. Stargates over Chicago and New York
III. The American Ba’ab and the “Giant Gray”
IV. Etymology
V. Metaphysical and religious-mythological stargates
a- Angels as gates guardians
b- The Amalantrah Working
VI. Our universe has some extra dimensions
VII. How terrifying is this project/program?
________________

I. Deﬁnition and introduction:
Ba’ab “Bab” is a term for an Anunnaki’s stargate; an
entrance and an exit to multiple worlds, stars, planets, and
galaxies.
The Anunnaki deploy Ba’ab “split-time-space technology” to
travel to any region of the universe in a fraction of a minute.
In contemporary science ﬁction literature, quantum physics,
and ufology, Ba’ab could be compared to the American
stargate technology.
This technology allows the Anunnaki to bend time and space
and travel to various dimensions, levels and types of the
cosmos, such as:
1-The multi-dimensional world,
2-The parallel world,
3-The future world,
4-The galatico-plasma world,
5-The past dimension,
6-The future dimension,

7-The multiverse zones,
8-The space-memory zone,
9-The Akhashic sphere.
This also allows them to send and receive instant knowledge
and messages from and to the beginning of the universe, the
beginning of time, and the beginning of motion.
This time-space technology is not a monopoly of the
Anunnaki. Many extraterrestrial races travel the inﬁnite
universe through the Ba’abs.
The wording or term “Universe” does not apply anymore; it is
a relic from the archaic past. The word “Multiverse” should
be used instead.
In plain English, beyond and around Earth, and the world we
know, there are millions upon millions of parallel universes,
multiple dimensions, habitats, and life-forms, Earth-like
planets (Nature, intelligence and organisms), that can be
explored, seen, and visited by humans via stargates.
*** *** ***
II. Stargates over Chicago and New York:
There is a huge cosmic Ba’ab/stargate over Chicago. But this
one is quite unique, because it is called a Madkhaal, which
means in Ana’kh, an entrance, rather than a stargate.
Not all stargates are identical, nor do they function in the
same manner. There are stargates that lead to another
(singular) world, an incomprehensible world of bent timespace. And there are stargates that lead you into parallel
dimensions adjacent to our world.
The one over Chicago leads you towards a dimension where
time and space are no longer linear.
In this dimension, the laws of physics as they are known to
us on earth no longer apply.

The Madkhaal is located above Grand Central Station in
downtown Chicago.
It is oval and vibrates like a rubber band, very similar to a
multiverse membrane, found in the perimeter of the eleven
dimensions mentioned in contemporary quantum physics.

Grand Central Station in downtown Chicago. There is a huge Stargate (Ba’ab)
over the station.

Another one over Madison Square Garden, New York.
_________________________

It is neither visible to the naked eye nor can it be detected by
any apparatus on Earth. Also, worth mentioning here, is the
subject of the “Anomaly of Stargates.”
Stargates do vary in size, function, purpose and mobility, just
like the extraterrestrial underwater plasma corridors, used to
navigate our seas and oceans.
The stargate in New York City, which is located over Madison
Square Garden, is twice the size of that over Central Station
in downtown Chicago. Travel to and from the Chicago
stargate is possible at particular times, however travel
through the Madison Square Garden Ba’ab is a one-way
street.

Since the Ba’abs are at least 900ft – 1,700ft above ground, it
is not possible to jump into a Ba’ab. At the time of the return
of the Anunnaki, an electromagnetic fog will suck up the
people with light to medium contamination, as set forth by
the Anunnaki’s return protocol.
*** *** ***
III. The American Ba’ab and the “Giant Gray”:
Many extraterrestrial civilizations are familiar with the
concept and its pragmatic application. Insiders have claimed
that the extraterrestrial Grays (Intraterrestrial Aliens) showed
American military scientists how to enter a Ba’ab (Stargate).
A most unusual claim about the American Ba’ab stated that
in 2006, while an American spaceship tried to enter a Ba’ab,
a “giant Gray” exited the spacecraft, because it needed a
sudden repair. The alien was sucked up into the galactic
vacuum and the craft exploded. This event was recorded on
a ﬁlm and was sent to NASA and MIT.
Both the Russians and the Americans have tried to develop a
space technology in order to penetrate these gates. The
Anunnaki are fully aware of their progress.
There is nothing to fear, as long as our military scientists and
the Pentagon realize, that the oﬀer they got from the
intraterrestrial Grays, living here on Earth, is not as
benevolent, as they have thought in the past.
Any Grays’ technology given to humans of any nation will
lead to disaster, for the Grays’ agenda and intentions are
macabre and malicious.
*** *** ***
IV. Etymology:
From Ba’ab “Bab”, derived:

a-The Sumerian word Babu. (The plural is: Babani and
Babati).
b-The Arabic word Bab. (The plural is: Abwaab.)
Some ancient Near Eastern and Middle Eastern civilizations
incorporated the word Bab in their most important symbols
and national entity vocabularies, such as the word of
Babylon, which means the gate of God.
Babylon is composed of two words:
a-Bab (Gate),
b-Ylon or Eli, or El (God).
“Zahi asbut bab-rab-sunnu ana izziqipi uzaqip.”
From the Annals of Sardanapalus. Translated verbatim: “700,
men about their great gate on crosses, I cruciﬁed.”
King Esur (Assur, Ashur) said: “usashira gimir babani.”
Translated verbatim: “I put around all the gates.”
And: “mihrit babi-sin.” Translated verbatim: “Before their
gates.”
From the Annals of Sardanapalus: “Zabi tilai in babatte
“Babati” sa er-su ana ziqipi lu uzaqipi.”
Translated verbatim: “Men alive at the gates of his city on
crosses I impaled.”
And from the slabs of Sennacherib: “Mihrit babati.”
Translated verbatim: “Before the gates.”
*** *** ***
V. Metaphysical and religious-mythological stargates:
a- Angels as gates guardians.
Numerous Bible and Talmudic scholars agree that the sky,
and the earth contain spiritual entities-presences behind
celestial 'gates'.
The Anunnaki-Ulema call these gates Madkhal.

There is nothing spiritual in these gates. They are simply an
opening on multiple spheres of existences, and diﬀerent
layers of space-time. He added, religious scriptures are
colorful and metaphoric, and sometime poetic.
As long as we understand the literature of religions as fables
and stories crafted by inspirational scribes, the truth is not
tarnished. And as long as we understand that God does not
position his angels to guard the doors of heavens, and does
not appoint prophets and apostles as the keys holders of the
paradise, no harm will come from the fabrication of Biblical
tales.
The Bible tells us that they are spirits who try to enter and
exit these gates. The Anunnaki-Ulema have explained to us,
that these spirits are lower entities they have created
thousands of years ago, and do not belong to any religious
literature.
The early Judaic scholars warned the Hebrew people not to
communicate with these spirits who are trying to escape
darkness. (Deut. 18:11)
But the Anunnaki-Ulema stated that Earth is the realm of
darkness, not what lies beyond.
*** *** ***
b- The Amalantrah Working:
In March 1918, Aleister Crowley has claimed that he
succeeded in creating a vortex-gate that links our physical
world to a non-physical world. He called it the bridge, and the
process was coined the Amalantrah Working.
Crowley stated that while the gate (Vortex) was open, an
entity manifested itself. Crowley named the entity “Lam”.
Later on, he drew a facial portrait of Lam.And lam became a
permanent ﬁxture on the landscape of modern ufology.

Numerous new age ufology enthusiasts rushed to describe
Lam as a Gray!
*** *** ***

Aleister Crowley

____________________________

Aleister Crowley and Lam.

__________________________

Jack Parsons
____________________________________

Some thirty years later, the legendary scientist Jack Parsons
and L. Ron Hubbard, founder of Church of Scientology began
to work on their “Babalon Working”, in a desperate attempt
to reopen the gate, allegedly created by Aleister Crowley.
Their fans are convinced that Parsons and Hubbard
succeeded in opening the gate, and in allowing entities from
a diﬀerent world to enter and exit the gateway.
Some have claimed that an open gate would allow
extraterrestrial beings, and particularly the Grays to abduct
humans.
Nonsense!
*** *** ***

L.
Ron Hubbard, founder of Church of Scientology.

The ATLAS Detector at CERN.
_________________________________

VI. Our universe has some extra dimensions:
To quote CERN’s own published documentation (A public
domain statement): "Some theories suggest that, beyond the
three spatial dimensions we experience, our Universe has
some extra dimensions.
These have ﬁnite size, so they are curved onto themselves,
for instance in the shape of a circle (although, for more than
one extra-dimension, more complicated geometries are
possible).
To really detect the extra dimension, one needs to probe it
with particles with a very high energy. In quantum
mechanics, the larger the energy of the particle, the smaller
its eﬀective size is.
So to detect a small dimension, one needs particles of very
high energy.
The extra dimensions are actually so small that even our
largest particle accelerators have not produced particles of
enough energy to see them.

Inside CERN.
____________________

However, in some theories, the sizes of the extra dimensions
are just large enough for particles in the LHC at CERN to be
able to detect them.”
There are theories that suggest that the matter particles we
are made of cannot propagate on the extra dimensions. In
these theories, the only way to detect the extra dimensions
is by using gravitational interactions.
The strength of gravity in the 5-dimensional (or higherdimensional) description is much more intense than in four
dimensions, hence we predict the possibility of creating black
holes in collisions in the LHC.
These events would be spectacular, with the black hole
decaying almost immediately into a shower of many
particles, and would allow us to test the properties of
quantum gravity in accelerators.
In any of these two possible scenarios, the detection of the
existence of extra dimensions would be an unprecedented
discovery, and an astonishing insight into the nature of the
Universe!”
*** *** ***
VII. How terrifying is this project/program?
Ulema Kanazawa said, “That’s ﬁne. I have nothing against
CERN, however, once this ambitious project becomes a
reality, world powers, and especially the super military
powers will get CERN ﬁndings by the horns. And if CERN
results fall in the wrong hands, kiss our world goodbye.”
*** *** ***

Sophisticated and Exotic Aliens’
Weapons Systems at AUTEC
__________________________
I. Introduction
II. Weapons systems out of this world
1- HZP: An acronym for Holographic Zooming Project

2- Earth-made holographic zooming
a- Refractive Components
b- Reﬂective Components
c- Diﬀractive Components

3- Extraterrestrials-made holographic
zooming
III. Holographic zooming going on at some intelligence agencies
IV. D.S.I.
a- D. S. I and the extraterrestrials
b- The Atlantis scenario
___________________

I. Introduction:
Numerous ufologists have suggested that the aliens and the
United States government are working together on very
sophisticated and exotic weapons systems at AUTEC.
These claims were never substantiated, or proven factual.
For obvious reasons, none of the ufologists and conspiracy
theorists was able to make a solid case out of their claims
and arguments.
In addition, none of them had access to any document,
documentation, evidence, and/or military witnesses, or
civilian scientists from the naval base, as they have
aggressively claimed in the past, when they argued and
presented their Roswell and Area 51 scenarios.
However, it appeared that some “insiders” managed to learn
about Top Secret weapons projects and programs allegedly,
jointly carried and executed by an alien race and the military.
In the United States, a history Channel program called UFO
Hunters hosted by the very distinguished Dr. Bill Birnes,
publisher of UFO magazine, and a highly respected author
and scholar referred to these aliens-US programs in one of
the episodes on USOs and AUTEC.

I was one of the guests who discussed at length the AUTEC
subject, and its involvement in said projects. I provided
explosive information, but everything I have said about these
programs never made it to the small screen.
My statements were deleted or censored/removed.
*** *** ***

II. Weapons systems out of this world:
Based upon some unsubstantiated, by assumed highly
reliable accounts by military scientists and leaks from
AUTEC’s high proﬁle employees, the following has been
established:
1- HZP: An acronym for Holographic Zooming Project.
A prototype is en route.
The second prototype will be available in 2010.
The previous project was traditional; meaning based upon
known scientiﬁc data, and is described as follows:
2-Earth-made holographic zooming:
This prototype system, Holographic Zoom Lens HZL-C-1000,
represents the ﬁrst hardware version of a stepwise
holographic zoom lens described by B.D. Guenther and C. D.
Leonard in Technical Report, T-79-12 for the U.S. Army Missile
Research and Development Command, 1978.
As stated in that report, optical components may be
classiﬁed into the following three groups according to the
mechanism by which they operate.
a-Refractive Components
b- Reﬂective Components
c- Diﬀractive Components
*** *** ***

3- Extraterrestrials-made holographic zooming:
The extraterrestrial holographic zooming is quite diﬀerent,
and much more complex, complicated and superior. The

extraterrestrial holographic zooming is quite diﬀerent, and
much more complex, complicated and superior.
Data and technical specs are kept secret.
However, from talking to a European scientist who is
allegedly working on this project with the extraterrestrials,
the following was obtained.
The scientist said verbatim, word for word, as is, and
unedited: “Holography as applied in the project means the
projection of a picture or a substance that has been defragmented and transported via a grid.
It is similar to what you see reﬂected in a mirror. However, it
is more realistic, because it interacts with you, and can be
programmed and reprogrammed.
In other words and simply put, you take anything you want, a
tank, a building, a car, a whole city and you create the tank,
the building, a city, in a sequence of numbers (ones and
zeros).
The sequence has its own language and frequency.
The language is used for command.
The sequence is used for programming. In doing so, you will
be able to know what constitutes the substance and “inertia”
of everything in the world. And inertia has also its one
substance. And the substance itself can be broken like an
atom.

AUTEC facility.
AUTEC/TOTO. A satellite view by NASA.

AUTEC

AUTEC Headquarters.

______________________________

Much more, you can divide the inertia into molecules. Each
molecule will have its own sequence, like a DNA. By doing so,
you can change and/or totally alter its nature. For example,
you take the Empire State Building. You enter its blueprints

into the grid. The grid will read its sequence which was
created through the re-programming using the code of ones
and zeros.
At distance, and without even touching the Empire State
Building, you can disintegrate it, erase it, and destroyed…
you wiped it from the face of the earth by a simple
holographic process.
Another fascinating characteristic is the creation of
something that does not exist at all.
For instance, you can create a whole city with the
holographic grid, and project it on a huge scale, big, as big as
a small city. On your grid, it is a virtual image. But on a
landscape, it is a reality. Mind you, it is not an alternate
reality. It is not a camouﬂage. It is real.
This technique can be used to deceive the enemy, and of
course to confuse everybody.
You can transport New York from its actual location to

another,

and

substitute

or

replace

it

with

the

holographic projection you have created.”
The measurements of genome/DNA chips of any substance,
and pertinent holographic reconstruction have enormous
military applications.
It is diﬃcult to understand how extraterrestrials manage to
do this. Scientists have already done something with these
measurements, but in a diﬀerent area.
They call it “microarray measurements.” Explanation is
provided below:
As explained and noted by Ehud Gazit; Tel Aviv University,
Israel; Madi A; Friedman Y.; Roth D.; Regev T.; BransburgZabary S.; Genome Holography.
“DNA chips allow simultaneous measurements of genomewide response of thousands of genes, i.e. system level
monitoring of the gene-network activity.

Advanced analysis methods have been developed to extract
meaningful information from the vast amount of raw geneexpression
data
obtained
from
the
microarray
measurements.
These methods usually aimed to distinguish between groups
of subjects (e.g., cancer patients vs. healthy subjects) or
identifying marker genes that help to distinguish between
those groups. We assumed that motifs related to the internal
structure of operons and gene-networks regulation are also
embedded in microarray and can be deciphered by using
proper analysis.
In addition to the intra-operon structure, it is also possible to
predict inter-operon relationships, operons sharing functional
regulation factors, and more. In particular, we demonstrate
the above in the context of the competence and sporulation
pathways.
By analyzing gene-gene correlation from gene-expression
data it is possible to identify operons and to predict unknown
internal structure of operons and gene-networks regulation.”
*** *** ***

III. Holographic zooming going on at some intelligence
agencies:
There is something close to holographic zooming going on at
some intelligence agencies, and in the labs of avant garde
research companies.
By comparison to the extraterrestrials’ technique it is
rudimentary, but the potentials and future developments are
enormous.
David Crane said: “There’s no doubt that geospatial
information systems (GIS) have become an important
component of network centric warfare (a.k.a. net-centric
warfare).

Military analysts/strategists, as well as those tasked with
Homeland Security missions, have to be able to visualize
geographic areas and correlate those pictures with relevant
mission data/information.
Statement from Northrop Grumman:
“In the past, geospatial information, or geospatial
intelligence, was displayed and presented in the form of
paper maps.
Northrop Grumman Mission Systems’ ultra-cool TouchTable
Immersive Collaboration System, billed as "the next step in
advanced GIS collaboration", has changed all that.
Now, military and Homeland Security analysts, planners, and
strategists can manipulate images in real time, and thus
better assimilate the geospatial information and intelligence
that’s presented.
This will, hopefully, result in faster decisions through a better
overall tactical and strategic understanding of the battlespace.”
*** *** ***

IV. D.S.I
________________
Acronym for Deep Sea Integrated Bubbles Program.
It seems likes a meta science ﬁction story, but the military
scientists are vigorously working on the program.
a- D. S. I. and the extraterrestrials:
As a matter of fact, they don’t call it anymore program, but
system, for it was reported, that D.S.I. is in its ﬁnal stage.
What is D. S. I.? It is a mystery.
No data or specs are available, because it is beyond top
secret. However, it was allegedly reported that D. S. I. is a
system created by extraterrestrials, and co-developed by
military scientists.
It can sink ships without torpedoes, and shoot down
airplanes without missiles.
In addition, it can melt anything that sails or ﬂies without
leaving any trace!
A French-American scientist who claims to be one of the
“brains” working on D. S. I., stated (As is, word for word and
unedited): “D. S. I. makes things disappear without leaving
behind any trace or evidence.
It is a formidable source and tool of energy that cannot be
detected; a sort of plasma-gas bubbles vortex that can suck
up ships and planes and make them vanish.”
Asking him, “Is it similar to those notorious rising methane
bubbles?”
He laughed, and said: “Yes, on the surface, (For lack of
proper wording) but it is more complicated and more

destructive than you can imagine. Don’t ask me how the
system works? But one thing I can tell you, the energy comes
from the bottom of the sea. You know, D. S. I. can open a
wide section deep down in the ocean and create a vortexvacuum capable of swallowing a 85,000 tons ship, in matter
of seconds! The ship goes down instantly, and dissipates
inside the ‘Hollow-Opening”!!
*** *** ***

b- The Atlantis scenario:
Some ufologists and channelers have claimed that AUTEC is
sitting on the top of Atlantis. A so-called medium (Well-known
by the way) stated, “Because AUTEC is situated above an
opening leading to Atlantis, this ideal position allows AUTEC
to make ships and airplanes disappear.
It is happening, we know it…”
Those who believe in the prophecies of Edgar Cayce are
convinced that the vanishings of ships in the Bermuda
Triangle are caused by a source of energy coming from the
bottom of the sea, where Atlantis is allegedly located, and/or
seems to reappear from time to time.
Rationalists and scientists dismiss the whole idea and call it
“Ufology nonsense”.
However, there is a large group of scientists who entertains
the idea, and/or the possibility that a certain kind of gasbubbles can eventually, and in theory sink a ship. But none
attaches this possibility to an extraterrestrial-United States
secret program at AUTEC.
*** *** ***

B.E.R:
Bioelectric extraterrestrial robots

I. Introduction
II. The Humanoids-US “BER Program” and Men-in-Black
III. EM eﬀect on the human brain
IV. Physiological symptoms
V. Almost guessed by ufologists
______________

I. Introduction:
The topic of bioelectric robots (or astro-biolectric robots) isn't
often addressed by astrobiologists, however astro-geneticists
in general have shown some interest in exploring this new
ﬁeld of study. Only ufologists are psychologically prepared to
go one step further.
David Levy, an artiﬁcial-intelligence researcher at the
University of Maastricht, explored the subject of robot-human
intimacy in depth. His doctoral thesis on sexbots was
developed into a book titled “Love and Sex with Robots”, in
which he explains that “the age of robot-human unions may
be closer than you think.”
He stated: “My forecast is that around 2050, the state of
Massachusetts will be the ﬁrst jurisdiction to legalize
marriages with robots.” Allegedly, an almost similar aliensrobotics program involving humanoids-extraterrestrial robots
began some years ago, under the auspices of an obscure

intelligence agency in the United States. Very few military
scientists are aware of the existence of this program. It is Top
Secret.
*** *** ***

II. The Humanoids-US “BER Program” and Men-inBlack:
There is a most unusual project in avant-garde militaryufology referring to bioelectric extraterrestrial robots (B.E.R.)
This black project program is still totally unknown to “Civilian
ufologists”.
It was heard, that a secret humanoids-military program
called the BER started in September 1986 in two locations in
the United States; the ﬁrst, at a laboratory operated by a
leading university, and the second one in an underground
military facility.
Essentially, BER explored the possibility of using human-like
robots capable of acting like human beings.
These robots were intended to be used as replacement for
the so-called MIB (Men-in-Black).
*** *** ***

III. EM eﬀect on the human brain:
One of the advantages of using these robots, is their EM
eﬀect on the human brain, particularly, while interacting with
aliens and/or para-military’s abductees, and tracking people
who were used as guinea pigs in aliens-US mind control
programs.
A French-American scientist, allegedly working for a scientiﬁc
intelligence agency, said, verbatim, word for word, “These
robots unlike robots manufactured by companies to replace
man-power tasks, move, act and communicate like human
beings. They look like us, and in many instances, they show
emotion, and ordinary human reactions.”

*** *** ***

IV. Physiological symptoms:
The eﬀects of EM ﬁelds on areas of the brain and particularly
with people who are EH (Electrically Hypersensitive) can and
does cause all manner of unusual and undesirable
neurological and physiological symptoms including:
a-Visions
b- Hallucinations
c- Fear
d- Anxiety
e- Being OOB (out of body)
f- Unconsciousness
g- Feeling of being touched and watched
h- Seeing UFOs
i- Encountering aliens.
The external EM interferes with bioelectrical processes within
very speciﬁc areas of the brain cortex. However, it does not
eﬀect the “Conduit” which was installed in our brain by the
Anunnaki, some 65,000 years ago.
*** *** ***

V. Almost guessed by ufologists:
BER and BER-MIB projects (Some call them programs) are not
phantasmagoric ideas. They exist.
Ufologists, almost guessed what was going on, through
alleged leaks, but still, they have no clues.
By pure coincidence, author and ufologist Raymond E. Fowler
vaguely guessed something about these bioelectric robots,
when he talked about the Watchers (The Gray entities) and
called them bio-electric robots.

*** *** ***

Extraterrestrials’ “Corridor Plasma”
I. Deﬁnition
II. Characteristics
III. Location of the Corridor Plasma
IV. US military scientists and the Corridor Plasma
________________________

I. Deﬁnition:
Corridor plasma is a term used to refer to underwater tunnels
and passages created and operated by aliens to navigate the
oceans.
By using these plasma tunnels, UFOs can accomplish
extraordinary tasks, such as, to name a few:
a- To reach an astonishing speed;
b- To avoid sonar detection;
c- To remain undetected by spy satellites;
d- To enter and exist underwater bases.
I was the ﬁrst to talk about the Corridor Plasma, in 2009 on
the History Channel, UFO Hunter Show, Cable Television,
USA.
*** *** ***

II. Characteristics:
The corridor plasma is movable and mobile, meaning that
aliens can place the underwater tunnels, and displace them
according to their needs, and “navigation chart”.
The tunnels extend to thousands of miles underwater, and
serve as a web network for several alien underwater bases

around the globe.
Their spaceships known as USO (Unidentiﬁed Submerged
Objects) use the plasma corridors to navigate the oceans and
seas. According to some, the “Corridor Plasma can be
compared to a White Hole, where gravity exists no longer.
In the White Holes, the gravity as we know it becomes a
reverse gravity.
This phenomenon allows the alien underwater crafts to attain
a mind-boggling speed.”

*** *** ***
III. Location of the Corridor Plasma:
Some of these bases are located in:
a- The Bahamas
b- The Japanese “Dragon Triangle”
c- The north side of the so-called Bermuda Triangle
d- Alaska
e- Florida.
*** *** ***

IV. US military scientists and the Corridor Plasma:
Allegedly, AUTEC (Atlantic Underwater Testing and Evaluation
Center) is connected to these tunnels.
I am certain that the technology of the Corridor Plasma was
given to American military scientists working at AUTEC, and
several other naval bases.
The Grays intraterrestrials (Aliens who live on Earth) are the
inventors of this astonishing technology.
One of the most amazing aspects of this technology is the
fact that the aliens’ underwater crafts never touch the water.

There is a plasma shield surrounding the exterior body of the
craft.
We know that plasma produces extreme heat.
And this heat can melt the craft. But the aliens found a way
to isolate the plasma heat from the body of the craft, by
adding two layers of anti-plasma shields (Called Plasma Belt)
to the exterior body of the craft.
In other instances, a cold plasma is used.

*** *** ***

Map of the Japanese “Dragon Triangle”.

_______________________________

Underwater Bases
Excerpts from the book “The Revised, Indexed and Complete Book of the
Anunnaki-Ulema Final Warning to Humanity, the End of Time, and the Return of
the Anunnaki in 2022.”
__________________________

Question: Is it true that a massive Russian underwater base
exists one mile deep in the Marianas trench in the Paciﬁc
ocean?
If so, what activities/research/experiments are going on
there?
Do the Chinese have one too?
Answer:
The “Aquatic Plasma Corridors”
Yes, it is true.
The Russians have a massive underwater base that was
created in 1969, to study an extraterrestrial underwater
navigation system called “Aquatic Plasma Corridors”.
This corridor is undetectable by satellite, sonar or any other
underwater detection system. Not all branches of the Russian
Navy were aware of the creation/existence of this base.
During one of their naval maneuvers just outside the
perimeter of this Russian underwater base, six frogmen from
one of the Russian submarines encountered three alien
frogmen in metallic suits underneath a massive metallic
object.
Both the Russian and alien frogmen were roughly at a depth
of one hundred to one hundred and twenty feet.

The alien frogmen were 8ft to 11ft tall
The alien frogmen were wearing what appeared underwater
to be metallic suits of indeterminable and interchanging
colors that morphed from a silvery white to bluish to grey.
One of the Russian frogmen stated that when he tried to
approach these three, he was blocked by what seemed to be
an invisible underwater force-ﬁeld, created by the alien
frogmen as a protection shield.
The Russian frogman’s oxygen tanks started to fail and he
quickly lost consciousness and started sinking but was saved
by one of his fellow divers.
After being rescued, he described the alien frogmen as being
8ft to 11ft tall, as he saw them underwater. And none of
them had any visible oxygen tanks/breathing apparatus
attached to them.
In the secret debrieﬁng that followed, the Russian diver who
saved his fellow frogmen, said that when he too tried to
approach this massive foreign submerged object, he
encountered what felt like a solid transparent wall
surrounding the object.
*** *** ***

An oval glass box surrounded and shielded the aliens’
underwater craft
He later described it as an oval glass box, surrounding this
mysterious submerged object which also shielded it from
contact with the ocean’s water.
After the fall of the Berlin wall, and ensuing collapse of the
Soviet Empire, rumors started circulating within the military
and scientiﬁc community, that this bizarre event was in fact

a joint Russian-extraterrestrial operation designed to explore
the eﬀects of the underwater plasma corridor on it’s
environment in the ocean, and on humans, as well as their
psychological and psychosomatic reaction to encountering
the corridor and seeing the alien frogmen and the ship itself.
Two decades later in Lake Baikal, other Russian navy frogmen
encountered similar 9ft “silver swimmers” who also had no
visible breathing apparatus.
While these encounters are largely unknown to the general
public, military scientists with top clearance are well aware of
them, and have worked on similar projects in diﬀerent
underwater bases, such as the one known to us as AUTEC,
which is located oﬀ Andros Island in the Bahamas.
*** *** ***

Massive underwater bases and joint human-alien
operations
These massive underwater military bases, whether they be
Russian, or American or Chinese, look from the surface to be
rectangular/traditional compound structures.
However upon entering them underwater, they expand in all
directions, and are extremely extensive. And all of them are
joint human-alien operations.
Starting from the second underwater level, compartments
are divided into large operation rooms, separated by
elaborate long corridors, curving at 90 degrees every
hundred feet or so, with doors that can drop down from the
ceiling to seal oﬀ segments in the event of radiation leakage,
or any matter related to internal security.
One of the interesting characteristics of these doors in the
corridors is the circular porthole-like windows within what is a
whitish metal of extraterrestrial origin.

None of these metallic alloys are possible here due to earth’s
gravity, and as such have to be done in orbit aboard the
Space Shuttle.
Interestingly enough, this technology has been shared by
American, Russian and Israeli military scientists.
At one time British and French scientists complained of being
left out of the loop, to which the Americans responded very
candidly “We don’t trust Europeans – especially the French!”
To which the French retorted that they would withhold all
information garnered from the Cassini-Huygens mission to
Saturn.
*** *** ***
Cassini approaches Saturn (Artist's impression: NASA).

Cassini-Huygens
Spacecraft.
An Ulema stated that the spacecraft captured evidence on aliens’ existence and
UFOs’ photos, the United States could not have access to.

An American three star general was quick to respond by
saying “This is not the ﬁrst time you Europeans have
withheld information from us.
Remember the Belgian incident?” (Aurora)
The mode of transportation down to the underwater base
and within the base is also fascinating.
From the surface, one enters a craft that looks like a silvery
metallic spinning top, approximately 8ft in diameter, that can
comfortably accommodate four passengers, and corkscrews
its way downwards centrifugally around a rod using a form of
magnetic propulsion for what seems to be a only a few
seconds down to an unknown depth.
I do not think the Chinese yet had this technology.
*** *** ***

The “Spinning Mobile Satellite”
From the second underwater level on down, the “Spinning
Mobile Satellite” (SMS) travels horizontally and reaches its
ﬁnal destination at an undisclosed level of the base at which
it again dives into water.
It is at that level/destination that you will ﬁnd the habitat and
work center of the Grays.
Only the highest level’s personnel with top clearance can go
there. Not even President Barack Obama or Vice-president
Joe Biden, or any member of Congress/Senate are allowed
access to that level at these facilities.
This clearance status was decided upon (jointly) by the NSA,
the CIA, the United States Air Force, the DOD and NASA.
Even the FBI has been excluded from this exclusive little
club.

In my opinion, this is perfectly appropriate, since politicians
come and go, whilst the military are sworn to secrecy, the
average career of top military brass are thirty or more years,
and they take their secrets with them to the grave.
*** *** ***

The Vortex Tunnel
I. Introduction
II. Mode of operation and purpose
III. The American military has successfully sent six men through the vortex
IV. What are the military implications and applications of this technology?
______________________

I. Introduction:
Created by a group of daring avant-garde scientists, who
obtained a government contract to develop such a horrible
weapon. It is sometimes jokingly referred to as “the straw”.
This vortex tunnel can be turned on and turned oﬀ at will,
and is a project that was started in the 1960’s and became
fully operational in the 1970’s.
*** *** ***

II. Mode of operation and purpose:
When activated (usually done in open ﬁelds in the American
mid-west, away from farming and populated areas), an
invisible vortex opening that is about ten feet wide, sucks in
everything in its path, up to 500feet in all directions.
This is only one of its functions. Its primary purpose is to do
just the opposite – but to propel object and people into an
opening created by its operation that leads into another
dimension very close to the one we live in.

III. The American military has successfully sent six
men through the vortex:
Has anything/ anyone propelled into that other dimension
been brought back to ours?
The answer is yes. The American military has successfully
sent some of its military personnel who volunteered for the
experiment and were sent through a vortex tunnel to this
other dimension and brought back.
Within close circles it is also referred to as the “TTT” or the
“Tag Team Tunnel”
This team of six were sent through the vortex and were
supposed to have returned within a matter of ten to ﬁfteen
seconds, but ended up gone for ﬁfteen minutes.
When they asked the Gray personnel working with them on
this project why the men had not immediately returned, the
Gray scientist laughed at them. At which point they
demanded he goes through the tunnel himself to retrieve the
men.
Within a few seconds, all six men and the Gray were back.
In the debrieﬁng that followed, the six volunteers said that
the dimension they were in was so close to ours, as to be
able to see and hear one Major put a gun to the head of the
Gray, saying “You better go in there right now buddy and get
my men back!” The Gray laughed at him but returned with
the six.
Apparently, all Gray aliens are known to play tricks and
games like these with the military, within many of these joint
projects.
What did the men see, hear and feel in this other dimension
so close to ours?
According to the men, they saw a labyrinth of corridors
before them, and the only colors they saw everything in were
blue, light blue and light gray. No other colors seemed to
exist in this other dimension.

There was no sound or breeze or any kind of feeling in this
dimension, and it felt like a void ﬁlled with corridors.
The only sounds they could hear were those of the military
oﬃcers and camera men behind them who were observing
and ﬁlming this experiment.
Turning around to return to the room, the six volunteers said
they encountered the most unusual invisible, intangible wall
that would not let them come through to the physical world
and dimension we live in.
Try as they might, and as close as they were to the others,
within inches of them in fact – and yelling and screaming to
be let back in, none of the observing oﬃcers heard or saw
them.
When the Gray went in to retrieve the six from that
dimension, he had a device on his wrist that he had withheld
from the military would be necessary for the men to return.
Upon stepping in, he grabbed a hold of the ﬁrst man, and
placed his other hand up to the invisible intangible wall of
this dimension. The device on his wrist revealed a knob on
the wall, which he turned and then told the men they could
move forward. As the ﬁrst man went through, to the second
man standing right behind, it was as if he dematerialized to
the width of a page in a book was ﬂipped over.
The wall of this dimension now became foggy, and the other
men were terriﬁed of going through it, not knowing whether
they too would be turned into sheets of paper that could be
turned over as if ﬂipping from one page to the next in a book.
The Gray assured the men it was perfectly safe, and was
their only back to our world, so the men had no choice but to
go through.
*** *** ***

IV. What are the military implications and applications
of this technology?

Imagine being able to transport an enemy unit of troops, or
even one of their military bases, to this dimension. Within the
void of this dimension, there would be no food, no water, no
stimuli of any kind that the human body and mind is used to.
Whoever is sent here would go insane from sensory
deprivation, whilst starving to death from hunger and thirst.
This technology is still in development, and the Philadelphia
experiment was a precursor to this kind of vortex tunnel
technology.

*** *** ***

Part Two
Top Secret Projects, Leaked to
Ufologists and the General Public
_________________________
A.F.1-XF
Deﬁnition
II. Claims and conspiracy theories
III. The most known programs/projects are (to name a few)
1-Project Snowbird
2-Project Aurora
3-Project Excalibur
4-Project Blue Team
5-Project Sign
6-Project Red Light
7-Project Grudge/Aquarius
8-Project Moon Dust and Blue Fly
9-Project Blue Book
10-Project Magnet
11-Project Pounce/Pluto
12-Project Gabriel/Joshua
13-Project Plat
14-Project Luna
15-Project Crystal Knight
16-Project SERPO
17-TAC Star Project
18-D.A.R.P.A.
19-MK Ultra Mind Control Program
____________________

I. Deﬁnition:

A top secret ﬁle containing the most sensitive and
controversial data and ﬁndings summaries of black
operations and programs developed and executed by
governmental agencies and the military, covering a
multitude of projects and experiments. In addition to the US
Air Force, only two agencies had access to this ﬁle.
*** *** ***
II. Claims and conspiracy theories:
Numerous ufologists and conspiracy theories advocates
claim that abductions were part of sinister/experimental
programs, and the infamous "Black Projects", carried on by
the United and aliens. These frightening projects include: 1The development of highly sophisticated weapons systems,
2- Exotic aircrafts,
3- Psychological warfare,
4- Mind control.
There are over 50 secret programs according to
whistleblowers, and even the President of the United States
is not fully informed about what is going on, said a military
scientist, who allegedly has worked at S-41, Area 51, and
Dulce Base.
*** *** ***
III. The most known programs/projects are (to name a
few):
1-Project Snowbird:
a- Began in 1972.
b- Objectives:

The development and technical research of the most
sophisticated secret military spaceships based upon alien
technology reverse engineering.
Agency or authority:
Air Force, NASA and the CIA.
*** *** ***
2-Project Aurora:
a- Began in 1987.
b- Objectives: The design and building of the triangularshaped spacecraft; a super hypersonic stealth aircraft that
can exceed Mach 11.
c- Authority or agency:
Air Force.
*** *** ***
3-Project Excalibur:
a- Objectives:
Exploring the possibility and the establishment of weapons
systems to counter-attack aliens’ invasions.
This includes the development of technology capable of
destroying all existing alien bases on earth, and especially
the extraterrestrials underground and underwater bases.
b- Authority or agency:
DOE, NSA, CIA and Air Force.
See Project Excalibur.
*** *** ***
4-Project Blue Team: Merged with Sign Project.
a- Objectives:
The recovery of crashed alien crafts.
b- Agency or authority:
Air Force.

*** *** ***
5-Project Sign: Changed to Grudge.
a- Began in 1947.
b- Objectives:
The evaluation of extraterrestrial threat to national security.
c- Agency or authority:
Air Force, NSA, and the CIA.
*** *** ***
6-Project Red Light: It was absorbed by Snowbird
Project.
a- Objectives:
The cover-up of UFOs’ sightings.
b- Began in 1947.
c- Agency or authority:
Air Force.
*** *** ***
7-Project Grudge/Aquarius:
a- Began in 1949. It was absorbed by Blue Book.
b- Objectives:
To retrieve, collect and assess UFOs’ sightings, alien cultures,
extraterrestrial technology, contacts with alien life forms,
including all the technological, scientiﬁc, medical and
intelligence information pertaining to these ﬁelds.
c- Agency or authority:
NASA, CIA, NSA, and Air Force.
*** *** ***
8-Project Moon Dust and Blue Fly:
a- Objectives:

The investigation and analyses of the most documented and
reliable UFOs’ sightings, photos, and witnesses’ reports,
including retrieving UFOs’ crashes.
b- Agency or authority:
Air Force and the CIA.
*** *** ***
9-Project Blue Book:
a- Began in 1952 and ended in 1969.
b- Objectives:
Putting an end to all the UFOs sightings reports.
c- Agency or authority:
Air Force and the CIA.
*** *** ***
10-Project Magnet:
a- Began in 1950 in collaboration with the Canadian Air
Force.
b- Objectives:
The test-ﬂy of recovered UFOs.
c- Authority or agency:
Air Force (US and Canada).
*** *** ***
11-Project Pounce/Pluto:
a- Objectives:
Study and evaluation of alien technology and its implications
in military sciences.
b- Authority or agency:
NSA, CIA and Air Force.
*** *** ***
12-Project Gabriel/Joshua:

a- Began in 1972.
b- Objectives:
The development of a super, low frequency pulsed sound
system to destroy alien weapons.
c- Authority or agency:
DOE, NSA, CIA and Air Force.
*** *** ***
13-Project Plato:
a- Objectives:
Establishing and implementing a protocol for diplomatic
representations and relations with extraterrestrials.
b- Authority or agency:
The White House, NSA, CIA and Air Force.
*** *** ***
14-Project Luna:
a- Objectives:
The investigation and assessment of alien bases and
underground facilities on the dark side of the Moon.
b- Authority or agency:
NSA, NASA, CIA and Air Force.
*** *** ***
15-Project Crystal Knight:
a- The information came from sources connected to the
British intelligence organization MI6.
b- Objectives/operation:
It focuses on the experiences, and assessment of
data/information of all those who were directly connected
with aliens’ projects following initial contacts with
extraterrestrials in 1940s.
c- Authority or agency:
U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), NSA, and CIA.
*** *** ***

16-Project SERPO:
a- Whistleblowers and some military insiders claimed that a
12-person U.S. military team was sent to the home planet of
visiting extraterrestrials during the 1960s and 70s.
The planned 10-year stay was a part of an exchange
program and was reportedly called Project Crystal Knight,
with the later code name Project SERPO after the team
returned home.
b- Authority or agency:
U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), Air Force, and NASA.
*** *** ***
17-TAC Star Project:
a- Utilizing a newly created military communication system
(TAC-STAR), the US Air Force and NASA were able to
somehow (never understood how) wire in instructions to
military spatial stations located beyond but nearby Earth’s
orbit, by using a TAC-STAR keyboard.
b- Mode of operation:
This would enable the military and scientists to type English
letters into the alien communication system.
One military scientist said: “Our numbering system was
similar to that of the aliens, and although our numerical
designations were diﬀerent, we were able to use lines, dots
and numbers to indicate the corresponding number.
After several exchanges of messages, the aliens got it before
we got theirs. It was obvious to us that we were dealing with
a highly advanced civilization…they did not send complete
sentences, but they sent enough for us to understand the
meaning of the message.
From that point on, we communicated only in English except
for numbers.

We grasped their numbering system pretty quickly and used
their numbering system since we did not wish to provide
them with wrong landing coordinates.
We eventually provided them with the latitude and longitude
coordinates.”
c- Authority or agency:
U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), United States Air
Force, and NASA.
See TAC Star Project.
*** *** ***
18-D.A.R.P.A. (Defense Advanced Research) Project:
a- Nature/scope:
Basically, it deals with the most sophisticated alien
technology reverse engineering programs.
b- Authority or agency:
CIA, NSA, U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), United
States Air Force, and NASA.
*** *** ***
19-MK Ultra Mind Control Program:
a- The title is self-explanatory.
b- Authority or agency:
CIA.
See MK Ultra Mind Control Program.
*** *** ***

Part Three
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IV. Senator Barry M. Goldwater, the UFO’s crash and the “Blue Room”
V. Goldwater’s letter to Lee M. Graham
VI. From Goldwater to Mr. William S. Steinman

________________________

II. BL-rm3
“Blue Room Manifesto”
I. Introduction:
BL-rm3 is an acronym for “Blue Room Manifesto, Level 3”,
never used by ufologists, and/or mentioned in ufology’s
jargon. Many link the “Blue Room” to Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base.
Simply put, the manifesto is a list/compilation of alleged
aliens’ artifacts, UFOs’ wreckages, reports on autopsy of
dead aliens’ bodies, so on.
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base has long been connected to
recovered
UFOs,
extraterrestrial
debris,
logs
on
extraterrestrial language’ code, and the “storage” of dead

aliens’ bodies. Its Hangar 18 has been said to store the
wreckage of three UFO crashes, while the “Blue Room” is
believed to be the ﬁnal resting place of four alien bodies.
This is the ﬁrst half part of its macabre enigma. The second
part is its mysterious name: Blue Room!
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

.
___________________

When Senator Barry Goldwater tried to see the Blue Room,
he was refused entry.

On more than one occasion, the senator told the story of
being denied access to view the secret, underground
facilities at the base.
*** *** ***

What is the origin of this name?
Should we ask ﬁrst, why did the top brass call that facility a
blue room?
Apparently, nobody knows.
As expected, many ufologists jumped to several conclusions
which did not make sense. Some have claimed it is called
blue, because the walls of the room were painted blue.
Others have suggested that “blue” means nothing in
particular, at one time, and especially after the Second World
War, all the interiors of military hangars, especially repairshops were either painted blue or gray. But the truth is more
colorful than blue, gray, or any other color!
*** *** ***

II. Allegations and possible explanations:
a-The ﬁrst story:
Allegedly, a retired Lt. Colonel has leaked to close friends
(Outside the military) that originally the Blue Room was not
called Blue Room. In fact, it was “called nothing, at all.”
He added that the room was a “small area of a huge hangar
used to store military materiel. Everything changed with the
arrival of bags and wooden boxes allegedly containing
wreckages of an extraterrestrial spacecraft.”
A retired sergeant completed the rest of the story; he said,
“Bags and bags start to arrive to the Base.
Some were small, and some were large, but all were black
bags, you can call them body bags if you want. We had piles
of them. They took a large area of the hangar.

The ﬁrst night, we piled them on the top of each other at one
corner of the hangar.
Sometime after 3:00 am, two civilians, one colonel and one
captain arrive to the hangar and started to sort out
something. They were looking for something but we did not
know what they were looking for.

Barry Goldwater

When Senator Barry Goldwater tried to see the Blue Room,
he was refused entry. On more than one occasion, the

senator told the story of being denied access to view the
secret, underground facilities at the base.
Around 7:00 am, more bags arrived, they were blue bags, I
think they were 4 or ﬁve of them, I don’t remember.
For some reasons, more civilians arrived and were very
concerned with these blue bags.
They put a tag on each one of them, and took all the bags to
another area right below the hangar.
The men start to talk about these blue bags, and before you
know it, everybody on the base starts to talk about the blue
bags. Why these bags were special?
At the beginning nobody knew.
The next day, we start to hear things, you know, things like
alien crafts, alien bodies, stuﬀ like that. I think because the
blue bags were taken below, down you know, where we had
iceboxes, and nobody, I mean nobody could get there, the
boys start to call the room Blue Room.
Yah, they called it blue room because it has the blue bags,
that’s all…”
*** *** ***

b-The second story:
According to one person who allegedly worked on a topsecret alien reverse-engineering program, the storage area
was called “Blue Room” because of the “many tubes and
glass containers, military doctors brought to the storage
room.
The containers had some sort of blue liquids. And they
brought lots of them.”
According to one source, the blue bags were removed to
another area, not Hangar 18, but to an underground bunker
consisting of three levels. Level three was called the “Blue

Room”. Later on, level three became an “Operation Room”; a
medical operation room.
Note: Worth mentioning here, that story one, story two and
other allegations surrounding the blue bags and blue room
were never substantiated.
*** *** ***

III. Senator Barry M. Goldwater’s statement on the
Larry King Show:
In 1994, in an interview conducted by Larry King and
broadcast on CNN, Goldwater said, "I think at WrightPatterson, if you could get into certain places, you’d ﬁnd out
what the Air Force and the government does know about
UFOs. Reportedly, a spaceship landed. It was all hushed up.
I called Curtis LeMay and I said, ‘General, I know we have a
room at Wright-Patterson where you put all this secret stuﬀ.
Could I go in there?’ I’ve never heard General LeMay get
mad, but he got madder than hell at me, cussed me out, and
said, “Don’t ever ask me that question again!”
*** *** ***

IV. Senator Barry M. Goldwater, the UFO’s crash and
the “Blue Room”:
Senator Barry M. Goldwater, a powerful politician, a former
presidential candidate, a former Major General in the United
States Army Air Corp, and a member of the US Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence for many years, could not enter
the “Blue Room”.
He said: “I have investigated that incident (Roswell) through
every possible agency that may have had some
responsibility, the FBI (Hoover who shut me oﬀ quickly), The

NRO, DIA, NSA, etc., and have gained nothing other than hell
from the Pentagon. I'm as curious about those facts as you.
The reaction I have had from General LeMay and the on-site
Roswell facts known by General "Butch" Blanchard, etc., has
told me one thing that it did happen and is a major secret
regarding UFOs and aliens of our time. Perhaps of all time.
General LeMay Chairman of the Military Joint Chiefs of Staﬀ
at the Pentagon very angrily told me that I had no need to
know. Butch Blanchard was a very valued friend of mine
since WWII. He was the person who announced that a disc
had crashed near Roswell in 1947.
This cussing out did awaken me to one fact, that the UFO
situation is the highest level of national secrecy.
*** *** ***

General LeMay, Former Chairman of the Military Joint Chiefs of Staﬀ at the
Pentagon.
_________________________

Butch Blanchard

______________________________

Much higher than the H-Bomb was and more than anything
else that is known within the Pentagon, FBI, CIA, DIA, NSA,
etc. That is, nothing is higher security than aliens being here
on this planet. Then I realized Curtis was correct. And I never
again approached him on the subject. That seemed to prove
to me that UFOs were a fact, and do exist. But, are they all
aliens?

I highly suspect a majority are! Hell, they are no doubt far
ahead of our level of intelligence.
*** *** ***

V. Goldwater’s letter to Lee M. Graham:

Mr. Lee M. Graham
526 West Maple
Monrovia, California 91016
Dear Mr. Graham: First, let me tell you that I have long ago give up acquiring
access to the so-called Blue Room at Wright-Patterson, as I have had one long
string of denials from chief after chief, so I have give up. In answer to your
questions, "one is essentially correct." I don't know of anyone who has access to
the “Blue Room”, nor am I aware of its contents and I am not aware of anything
having been relocated. I can't answer your question six, in fact, I can't ﬁnd
anyone who would answer it. To tell you the truth, Mr. Graham, "this thing has
gotten so highly classiﬁed," even though I will admit there is a lot of it that has
been released, "it is just impossible to get anything on it." I am returning your
papers because I know they are of value to you.
Sincerely,
Barry Goldwater
Note: Obtained through FOIA # 24 sent by UFO Info Service, CUFON.
Document #: 24
Date Sent: 07-12-1986
Subject: 1983 Goldwater’s letter.
*** *** ***
VI. From Goldwater to William S. Steinman:
Mr. William S. Steinman
15043 Rosalita Drive
La Mirada, California 90638
Dear Mr. Steinman:
To answer your questions, I have never gained access to the so-called “Blue
Room” at Wright Patterson, so I have no idea what is in it. I have no idea of who
controls the ﬂow of "need-to-know" because, frankly, I was told in such an

emphatic way that it was none of my business that I've never tried to made it my
business since.
I wish you luck on your investigation. I'm one of those people who believe that
with some two billion planets scattered around our universe, there has to be a
couple of more that can support life on it.
Sincerely,
Barry Goldwater
______________________________

Aliens-US Dulce base war and altercations
_____________________
Introduction
II-The Dulce laboratory incident.
a- 66 American soldiers were killed.
b- The extraterrestrials are not benevolent at all.
c- Dr. Edward Teller, inside the tests tunnels.
III- The Anbar Anati’s incident and account
Anati in her own words
Anati: I met the military, NSA, and CIA people at the Four Seasons hotel
in Georgetown, Washington, DC.
The Grays cannot turn their heads independently of their body.
Holographic pictures showing the entire sequence of the Roswell crash.
Radio plasma belt around earth to isolate earth from the universe.
I multiplied myself into thirty copies of myself.
The Grays are an immediate threat
Dulce Base lies under Archuleta Mesa on the Jicarilla Apache Indian
Reservation, near the town of Dulce.
Heavy spaceship activities.
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I. Introduction:
These altercations refer to the famous “Dulce War” between
extraterrestrials and US military; several altercation incidents
between the U. S. military/civilian workers at underground
secret bases and the aliens, particularly the Greys and the
Orions; Military mass execution at the Dulce laboratory; and
Ambar Anati’s blowing up a US Military base.
II-The Dulce laboratory incident:
a- 66 American soldiers were killed.
According to insiders, there was an altercation between the
U. S. military and the aliens at the Dulce laboratory.
A special armed forces unit was called in to try and free a
number of military personnel and scientists “trapped in the
facility who had become aware of what was really going on.”
According to one source, 66 of the soldiers were killed in the
eﬀort, and the scientists were not freed.

Apparently, an agreement has been reached between the
United States and aliens who co-shared a secret military
base, giving the aliens absolute freedom in conducting their
own business in the base.
The American soldiers and scientists were restricted from
interfering in any activity and the genetic operations
conducted by the alien Greys.
In addition, it was allegedly agreed upon by both parties,
that the American soldiers shall not bear arms in the areas
under the direct control of the aliens.
*** *** ***

b- The extraterrestrials are not benevolent at all.
For some reasons, source said, “armed men entered two
aliens’ compartments carrying sophisticated weapons and
laser-beam guns. A clash between the aliens and the military
men led to several fatalities.
None of the alien Greys was killed.
*** *** ***

c- Dr. Edward Teller, inside the tests tunnels.
Dr. Edward Teller, "father" of the H-bomb, was seen in the
nuclear test tunnels of the Nevada Test Site. One insider has
claimed that “Teller was driving his workers and associates
like a man possessed…and well he should be for Dr. Teller is
a member of President Truman’s along with Admiral Bobby
Inman, Lew Allen - to name a few members…”
Notes:
a) One report said: “Security guards who worked at secret
underground military bases and for MJ-12 were regularly
transferred to other units, their names and serial numbers
altered, so to hide all evidences and to prevent any possible
leak.

b) Nowadays, many believe, including a great number of
ufologists, that MJ-12 is a myth, a story fabricated by W.
Moore and associates, and publicized by Stanton Friedman et
al.
*** *** ***
III- The Anbar Anati’s incident and account:
It was reported by Ambar Anati, a hybrid-alien, of an
Anunnaki origin, that she spent many years in the United
States, and attended NYU.
The incident/clash story was told in a biography of Anati.
To many, Anati’s account on how she met with the CIA and
NSA agents in Washington, DC, her ﬂight to a US Air Force
base, her visit to Dulce underground base, her meetings with
the Grays, and how she burned down the base is a pure
fantasy.
To others, a possibility. And to a few, the real McCoy.
You will be the judge.
*** *** ***
Anati in her own words:
I went to a hotel in New York. I had with me a special
device, an ingenious thing that had on it the special
telephone numbers of top members of the National Security
Agency, or NSA as everyone refers to them.
Only two or three people in the world have these
numbers, not even the president of the United States has
access to them.
They are used only for matters related to extra
terrestrial reverse engineering. The device makes sure the
phones will be promptly answered, and when I called, I gave
them data that they recognized as their own extra terrestrial
material.

They were shocked, but nevertheless they agree to
meet with me. I suppose they realized they had no choice.
Rather politely, they oﬀered to ﬂy me to Washington DC,
where they wanted to have the meeting, but I informed them
that it was not necessary.
*** *** ***
Anati: I met the military, NSA, and CIA people at the
Four Seasons hotel in Georgetown, Washington, DC.
It was easy for me to simply materialize in DC, and I
did not want them to know my current address, if this could
be prevented. They directed me to come to the Four Seasons
hotel in Georgetown, where they were to meet me at the
lobby.
I was to know, if questioned at the hotel, that I was
heading for the suite that was reserved under the name of a
Middle Eastern gentleman who owned a limousine service in
DC, and had often used the hotel for similar purposes.
I materialized a little distance away from the hotel,
and walked there on M Street. Three members of the NSA
were waiting for me, and they took me to the reserved suite,
where ﬁfteen more people were sitting around a huge table.
They rose and greeted me politely, but I could clearly see the
suspicion in their eyes and in their thoughts.
I noticed that the shades of all the windows were
closed, and I saw no telephones.
However, they all had gadgets in their hands which I
have recognized immediately.
They were navigation devices, which at the time were
known only to extraterrestrials, not to any humans.
*** *** ***

The Grays cannot turn their heads independently of
their body.
For a moment I assumed that they got it from the
Grays, for communication purposes, and then noticed that
quite a few of these people were really Grays who had
shape-shifted to resemble humans.
I can easily identify them, because even while shapeshifting, the Grays cannot turn their heads independently of
their body.
They have to turn the entire body if they wish to look
to the sides. As they turn, their eyes cannot follow their
heads quickly, like humans’ eyes, but they have to refocus.
All that is done rather discretely, but after living with
the Hybrids and the Grays, I could not miss that.
In addition, humans usually ﬁdget, move around. The
Grays never do. When seated, they sit quietly, immobile.
When standing, they are straight and immobile as well. In
addition to that, I had more instructions from Nibiru as to
how to recognize all shape-shifters, which I cannot explain
because it involves using the Conduit.
One of the Grays at the end of the table was tapping
nervously on the edge of the table with something that
looked like a pen, and from time to time pointed it towards
me. I recognized this gadget as a scanning device, such as
we use on Nibiru.
It was not held by any of the humans, because this
ﬁber/scanning device was not known to the humans’
scientiﬁc community until much later, 2006 or 2007. I
supposed the Grays kept it to themselves for a while.
I did my best to ignore the fact that half the people
there were Grays, and proceeded as if I had no idea and was
talking only to humans.
I had nothing to fear, really, since I could annihilate
the Grays with one thought, and I decided that discretion

was the best approach.
The Grays maintained their pretence throughout it,
and I said nothing at all.
Come to think of it, I was used to the treachery of the
Grays, but I have to admit I was a little distressed by the
humans’ duplicity and stupidity.
Did they really think I won’t recognize the Grays?
*** *** ***

Holographic pictures showing the entire sequence of
the Roswell crash.
I have explained to them who I was, telling the absolute
truth, and giving my name as Ambar Anati. Naturally they
did not believe me. To help persuade them, I ﬁrst of all,
projected certain images on one of the walls.
These were holographic pictures that showed them the
entire sequence of the Roswell crash, where the Gray was
held, and data pertaining to their research.
They still were not persuaded that I was who I claimed
to be, but the fact that the projections were done without
any equipment made them uneasy and less sure of
themselves. They were at least ready to listen. I told them
quite a lot about the Grays and their agenda. “By now,” I
said, “you must be aware that they do not tell the truth, that
they are not to be trusted.”
“Business is business,” said one of them. “They have given
us more than they promised, too, so we have gained
additional knowledge. It’s not really a big deal if they abduct
a few more people.”
“First of all, it is not a few people. It’s thousands that are
tortured and killed.”

“What can we say?” answered another. “Sometimes harsh
measures cannot be avoided.” I did my best to hide my
feelings about such a statement, and went on.
“Are you aware of the fact that they are trying to take
over earth?”
“No, we were not informed about such intent,” said another.
*** *** ***

Radio plasma belt around earth to isolate earth from
the universe.
“And are you aware of the invisible radio plasma belt around
earth?
They want to isolate earth from the universe. This belt can
expand up or down, and can aﬀect missiles, rockets, or
airplanes, and blow them up.
It explains what has happened to various airplanes in
Vietnam, and also to human spacecrafts and space
missions.”
“We don’t understand what you want us to do,” said one of
them.
“I want you to trust the Anunnaki. They intend to help you
get rid of the Grays. This is really very simple. Either you go
with the Anunnaki, in which case much can be done, or you
stay with the Grays. If you choose to stay with the Grays, the
Anunnaki will return and clean up the earth, in a way that
you will not like.
They are perfectly capable of annihilating the entire
population if the atrocities do not stop.”
“Are you threatening us?” asked one of them. The rest stared
at me, impassive.
“I would not call it a threat,” I said. “I would call it a fair
warning. Remember, the Anunnaki are stronger than both
humans and Grays.

They did not have to send me, they could do what
they wanted without warning. But they prefer to save as
many humans as possible.”
*** *** ***

I multiplied myself into thirty copies of myself.
“How do we know how strong the Anunnaki really are?” said
one of them. “After all, they have been away for so long.
They don’t seem to have much of an interest in us.”
“Let me show you a small example of what the Anunnaki can
do,” I said.
In a blink, I multiplied myself into thirty copies of
Victoria; we arranged ourselves around the table, behind the
sitting people. They jumped oﬀ their seats, shocked.
“It’s a trick,” cried some of them. “Grab her!”
“Please, do grab,” I said. “Touch all thirty of me, and
see that this is not an idle trick. We can become billions, if
we wish.” Hesitantly, they touched some of the multiples. A
few multiples oﬀered to shake hands, which the humans did,
trembling. They could not deny the multiple’s tangible
presence.
I contracted myself into one person again, and sat
down. “Please,” I said.
“I have no desire to frighten you. Sit down and let’s be
reasonable.”
*** *** ***

The Grays are an immediate threat.
“Truth is, Ms. Anati,” said one of them, “The Grays are
an immediate threat. They are right here and we cannot
control them. The Anunnaki are far away. But still, we can

see that you wish to help us, and it should be considered.
What would you want us to do?”
*** *** ***

My visit to the Dulce underground base.
“I want to start by going into some of the more
important places where humans and Grays interact,” I said.
“I need much data to deliver to the High Council of Nibiru
and receive instructions before I meet the President of the
United States, among others.”
“I think the best thing to do is to go to Dulce, in New
Mexico. It is the most important joint laboratory of the Grays
and the U.S. Government,” said one of them.
The others nodded in agreement. “There are bases in
Nevada, Arizona, and Colorado, among others, but Dulce is
the most important.”
“Very well. Would you assign one of the members to
come with me, act as my escort?” I asked.
“Yes, Colonel X— will go with you.” The colonel rose.
He seemed to be a respectable, middle-aged man. In reality,
he was certainly a Gray. As before, I pretended not to notice.
“Would you like me to materialize you there?” I asked.
“No, I think it’s best if we go in a more traditional
way,” said the colonel. “We don’t want to startle the People
in Dulce too much. It’s best if they don’t panic.” I agreed and
we decided to go th e next day, in a military plane.
*** *** ***

Dulce Base lies under Archuleta Mesa on the Jicarilla
Apache Indian Reservation, near the town of Dulce.
On the plane, the colonel, who had become reasonably
friendly, gave me some information about Dulce.
“It’s all underground, you know” he said. “People know
about seven layers, but in truth, there are nine I am aware

of, perhaps more I don’t even know about. It’s really a very
large compound.”
“Where exactly is it?” I asked.
“It lies under Archuleta Mesa on the Jicarilla Apache
Indian Reservation, near the town of Dulce.
Very easy to keep it a secret, the way it is
constructed,” he said. “And they are very careful about
security. You will see.”
We ﬁnally landed at the small air ﬁeld. A not medium
sized building, guarded and surrounded with a high wire
fence, stood in the desert.
We entered a normal room. I noticed the cameras in
the entrance, and a woman in military uniform looked at
some papers Colonel Jones presented to her, but the security
was not impressive.
I realized later that the deeper you went into the
compound, the stricter was the security. She pressed a
button, and a man came to escort us through a door that led
to an escalator.
From then on, it seemed we were descending into Hell.
Everything was clean, shiny, and metallic, much like I
remembered from my unpleasant stay with the Hybrids. No
matter where you looked, you saw a security camera. There
were side doors everywhere.
Apparently, many secret exits and entrances existed,
and each was loaded with security features, some seen,
some invisible.
On the ﬁrst level we were joined by a Gray. He was polite
and distant, and showed us into various oﬃces without much
comment.
*** *** ***

Heavy spaceship activities

The oﬃces were normal, military, and stark. Maps hung
on walls, with many pushpins in various colors stuck into
them. The individual colors, the Gray explained, showed sites
of high activity of diﬀerent subjects.
Green, for example, showed sites of heavy spaceship
activities, including those of extraterrestrials that were not
Grays, and were considered enemies by them. Red were for
areas of cattle mutilation and collection of animal blood. Blue
indicated underground activities and caverns. I do not
remember all the other colors and sites, but the arrangement
was quite elaborate.
The oﬃces were monitored constantly by humans, who
wore military-like jumpsuits. Each carried a gun, quite visibly.
All the uniforms were decorated with the symbol of the
Triangle, much like the Phoenician symbol.
They had various letters in each triangle, supposedly
signifying rank, but I never found out if this was true. When
they saw that we were accompanied by the Gray, they
simply ignored us.
The second level was exactly the same, full of oﬃces, but
after the ﬁrst level, which we reached by the escalator, we
used only elevators.
*** *** ***

The elevators were controlled magnetically, using
alien technology.
I was told that the elevators had no cables in them, and
were controlled magnetically, using alien technology.
Magnetism also supplied light, which came from ﬂat, round
objects, and there were no regular light bulbs in sight.
*** *** ***

Hospital-like environment used for impregnation of
female humans.

The third level was devoted to hospital-like environment
used for impregnation of female humans.
I was not allowed into the surgical ward itself, but the
Gray explained that the experimenters removed the fetus,
and placed it for speeded-up growth in an incubator, creating
Hybrids.
In this facility, more than in the one I visited during my
previous time with the hybrids, they tended to experiment
with genetic manipulation during the very early time in the
incubator. The results were quite monstrous sometimes.
Through windows in the walls, I saw cribs, or really a sort
of cages, with some of the results. Deformed humans were
the norm – extra arms and legs, small or very large heads,
and creatures that did not really look humans. “What do you
do with these?” I asked.
“We harvest certain tissues and then kill them,” said the
Gray. “We learn quite a lot from them about genetics. We
apply them to our own research.”
*** *** ***

Genetic labs that created half human/ half animals.
On level four, there were genetic labs that created half
human/ half animals. Their shapes, as I saw them sitting in
their cages, were so horriﬁc, that I had to avert my eyes.
Some of them had a reptilian look, some had fur, and
others looked like gargoyles. “Do you harvest tissues here
too?” I asked.
“Yes, we combine this research with the materials we get
from the cows. The research is extremely interesting and
useful,” said the Gray.
*** *** ***

Aliens live on levels ﬁve, six, and seven.
The aliens had their living quarters on levels ﬁve, six, and
seven. These looked much like military barracks, as we
passed the corridors and peeked into the rooms, but I saw no
reason to enter.
I asked the Gray if it was true that there were additional
levels. This did not seem to phase him at all, and he said, in
his perfect English that seemed so unpleasant, coupled with
his scratchy alien voice, that yes, of course.
Apparently, they took advantage of the huge natural
caverns under Dulce, and created additional levels.
They carried even more security there, and the Gray said
that if we wanted to go there, he would have to call two more
Grays to accompany us, and we would need to use an eye
identiﬁcation system.
These details were quickly accomplished, and we used a
side elevator to the eighth level.
*** *** ***
Aliens experimented with manipulation of the nervous
system.
Here they also experimented with manipulation of the
nervous system by various means. It allowed them to cause
disease and even death from a distance.
“I am afraid you cannot enter the place where the
subjects are kept,” said the Gray. “These subjects are mostly
insane, dangerous, and very susceptible to changes in the
routine. If we enter, we might destroy some of the
experiments.”
*** *** ***

Storage of fully grown creatures and tissues.
Level nine, where we were invited to enter, contained
storage of fully grown creatures and tissues in vats, all dead.
This included tanks full of embryos in various stages of
development, weighting for use.
The place was kept as clean as the rest of the compound,
but the smell of the chemicals was overwhelming.
I simply could not stay there long, and Colonel Jones, who
until that time showed no emotion, suddenly shape-shifted
and appeared in his real, Gray form.
“You knew all along, Ms. Anati,” he said, his voice turning
scratchy. “I never thought we could trick you, and would
have preferred to appear in my true form in the ﬁrst place,
but my group insisted.”
“It does not signify,” I said. “Of course I knew.”
The other Gray did not pay much attention to the shifting,
being used to such practices.
*** *** ***

Level ten was devoted to human aura research.
Level ten, the most secret of them all, was devoted to
human aura research, and other extra sensory abilities,
including dreams, hypnosis, etc.
The researchers were able to record dreams on specialized
machines; the dreams were studied as part of the major
advanced study of psychic power and phenomena.
“Once we are more advanced in this research,” said the
Gray, “we will have total power over other races. Of course,
we mean no harm to humans nor to the Anunnaki. We are
merely concerned with the Reptilian races.”
I almost laughed. No harm to humans?

Was the Gray trying to be a PR person?
*** *** ***

The Grays have reached almost total control over
humanity.
When we ﬁnished our tour, we were escorted out of the
complex. The plane waited for us outside. I said nothing
about my disgust, horror, and disbelief to anyone.
But I have seen enough, and I knew that this was just the
tip of the iceberg. Such treaties must have been entered into
by more than the United States government. The Grays have
reached almost total control over humanity.
After materializing myself back to New York, I knew I will
always be watched, but I also knew how to handle it and
avoid my watchers. I needed time.
*** *** ***

Everywhere I went I saw Grays in shape-shifted form.
First, I spent a few days just digesting what I saw. I made
myself invisible, and left the hotel for hours of exploration.
I walked the streets, took the subway, went on buses,
visited museums, stores, oﬃces, hospitals, senior citizens
home, schools, and more.
Everywhere I went I saw Grays in shape-shifted form.
Obviously, they did not only inﬁltrate the military, but spread
out much more.
They ﬂooded the city. Some worked in oﬃces, some in
restaurants, obviously doing it as part of their agenda.
They were nurses, teachers, oﬃcials, sanitation
engineers. They were probably doing the same in other
cities, urban areas, towns, and even other countries.

For me, as I mentioned before, it is easy to recognize a
shape-shifter.
I was taught how to do it by the best teachers on Nibiru.
But a human cannot do so very easily. Your doctor could be
one. The nice lady in the department store could be one.
The teacher of your young child could be one. In addition,
I saw many hybrids. Vicious, unfeeling, and manipulative,
they ﬂocked mostly into the entertainment industry, the
ﬁnancial world, and the advertising ﬁeld. It seemed they
liked glamour. The Grays and their slaves, the Hybrids, have
invaded the world.
After a few days I got to work. Using the same device that
had gotten me the telephone numbers of the NSA members,
I spent my time contacting and negotiating with hundreds of
people from a number of governments on earth.
I also visited other laboratories, bases, and Air Force
ﬁelds. Each time I negotiated, I have encountered the same
road blocks.
Every government on earth was in terror of the Grays.
The Anunnaki were feared, too, and the knowledge that they
will very likely attempt to clean the earth, terriﬁed the
humans, but not enough to get them out of their fearful
paralysis regarding the Grays.
*** *** ***

Powerful politicians and businessmen wanted to make
billions and keep it secret within a tiny group of the
ﬁnancial elite.
But that was not the worst.
Unbelievably, many individuals in power simply did not
care. All they wanted was to keep their power, to control, to
wage war. They wanted to make billions and keep it within a

tiny group of the ﬁnancial elite, while the rest of the world
was permitted to go to the devil.
This was a long mission. For years I went from country to
country, getting in touch with the people in power, acquiring
knowledge, collecting data and transferring it, every night, to
Nibiru.
The High Council took it all very calmly, and when I
despaired, reminded me that my services were invaluable
despite the seemingly unachievable goal of converting
humanity.
The only bright points of my day were my evening
conversations with my daughter and my husband, who were
always supportive and loving. I drudged on and on, until I
thought that nothing more could be achieved.
I stayed until late 2007, and then I made the call and
requested permission to go back to Nibiru and make my ﬁnal
report. As always, Marduchk was there for me and I left an
earth I no longer loved. I was going home.
*** *** ***

Blowing up the base.
One last time, I said to myself. This is their only
chance. If they agree to accept the ﬁnal option of changing
their ways, good.
If not, I would not stand in the way of the Council’s plan of
cleansing the earth. It would hurt me a great deal to think of
the millions that were about to die. But there will be no more
opposition on my part. I would obey the Council, no matter
how badly I will feel.
With the weariness of an act that was performed hundreds of
times over the past seventeen years, I contacted the highest
level military personnel in an important air base which I will

call North X, since of course, I cannot reveal the real name.
As always, they had no choice but to meet me.
At this time, anyway, after all these years of
negotiations with everyone, including some presidents of the
United States and Europe, I was pretty well known – and
highly disliked. Perhaps I was even a little feared. The
individual I spoke to was very agreeable, and proceeded to
arrange the details for the meeting with me. “By the way,” I
said, after all was decided upon.
“If a single shape-shifting Gray will be at the meeting, I will
leave immediately. And believe me, I always recognize a
shape-shifter. You see, this is the last meeting I plan to have
with any human, and the presence of a Gray will defeat the
purpose of it.”
“There will be no Grays at the meeting, Ms. Anati,” said my
contact. “I can promise you that. My colleagues and I have
already discussed the issue before you and I came to arrange
the meeting. They feel the same way as you do.” Well, that
was a good sign, I thought. We shall see.
Arriving at the air base, I was immediately taken to a small,
ordinary conference room. A few people rose from their seats
at the conference table as I came in.
There were two generals in military uniform, one
retired admiral, who worked for the NSA as a consultant and
was a co-proprietor of a major civilian jet propulsion
company, a colonel who worked as test pilot for Douglas and
Boeing companies, and a person that I guessed represented
the White House.
As always, they were extremely polite, and indeed,
none of them was a Gray. Perhaps by that time they ﬁnally
believed that I could recognize a shape-shifter, or perhaps
they had their own agenda.
I think, in light of what took place later, that the
second option was the correct one. They wanted to hide the
meeting from the Grays.

*** *** ***

The government allowed the Grays to go on with the
atrocities and the abductions of human beings.
We sat around the table, and they turned to me, ready to
hear my oﬀer. They thought that I still was ready to
negotiate. Of course, the time for negotiations was over, but
they did not realize that.
“Allow me to summarize the current situation for you,
gentlemen, I said. “Whether you take action now or later, you
will be facing an extraterrestrial threat. The threat you have
now comes from the Grays who are controlling your science
and space program, and dominating a major part of the
earth.
The Grays know that you have tried, for many years,
to ﬁnd a weapon system to counter attack them. And they
know very well that you have started this program when
President Reagan took oﬃce.
They also know that you failed to develop such a
weapon system on your own. That means that you are
defenseless. You know it, and they are aware of it. This is
why you allow the Grays to go on with the atrocities and the
abductions of human beings. It makes you feel safer with
them.
However, what you don’t understand is that the Grays
will not be satisﬁed by only kidnapping people and going on
with their abominable experiments.
*** *** ***

The Grays suﬀer from Progeria
All their experiments were aimed toward saving their
own doomed race, which is dying slowly from an epidemic of
Progeria which they cannot control.

By and large, they failed.
So now they want permanent visible bases on the
surface of the earth, and much more scope for further
experiments on a larger scale.”
“They have never mentioned this plan to us,” said the White
House representative.
“Of course not. This is top secret. They know you will feel like
cornered rats and ﬁght back.”
“So what will happen when they take over?” asked the
Admiral.
“They will kill many humans. The rest will be put in
concentration camps, to be available for use whenever
needed. In other words, you will be taken over, and this, to
all intents and purposes, will be the end of the human race.”
*** *** ***

The later threat will come from the Anunnaki.
“I see,” answered the Admiral, in a low voice. He was clearly
thoughtful.
“What is the later threat you have mentioned?” asked one of
the generals.
“It will come from the Anunnaki. You don’t feel it now,
not quite yet, but it is just as real. However, it is very
diﬀerent from the threat of the Grays.
The Anunnaki are not interested in establishing any
bases on the surface of the earth or in the oceans, nor do
they wish to experiment on you.
They want, quite simply, the complete destruction of
your military systems, submarines, carriers, and satellites.
They will throw an electro-plasmic shield over the
earth, which will prevent airplanes from taking oﬀ.
*** *** ***

Gravity will become twelve hundred times greater.

This will apply to every airplane, no matter how big or
small, military, commercial, or private.
Gravity will become twelve hundred times greater
than the way it is now, preventing everything on earth from
moving, including human beings. Then, a kind of artiﬁcial
lava will ﬁnish oﬀ the biosystem of the earth.
*** *** ***

The Anunnaki will bring on huge tsunamis.
You will not be able to ﬁght it, for the simple reason
that you don’t know what it is made oﬀ. In addition, the
Anunnaki will bring on huge tsunamis.
However, the worst part will be the issue of
magnetism. Positive and negative magnetism will be
distorted, and this will alter the laws of physics on earth. This
scenario may sound like science ﬁction, but you know better
than that. It will start around the end of 2021.
You will suddenly be confronted by confusion, when all
clocks and watches will stop, and ships in the sea will collide
with each other without knowing the reason, among other
results of the changed polar magnetism.”
“We would consider severing all relations with the
Grays,” said the representative of the White House. “That is,
on one condition.”
“I don’t think the Anunnaki will be willing to negotiate
conditions,” I said, “but do tell me anyway.
Perhaps something can be done.”
*** *** ***

The United States want to have complete military
control over the earth.
“If the Anunnaki will send an oﬃcial military
delegation from Nibiru right away, bringing with them

scientists to develop a system like the plasmic belt and the
Star Wars program, and guarantee to us that the United
States can have complete military control over the earth, we
will be willing to cooperate with them.
Also, we want a system that will allow us to cause
major ecological catastrophes to North Korea, Iran, China,
Afghanistan, and parts of Russia. Naturally, it should look like
a natural catastrophe, not anything man-made,” said the
White House representative.
“The Anunnaki will not give you such programs,” I said
resolutely. “It is not at all within their plans.”
“So you are refusing to protect us! If you don’t protect
us, why should we break our agreement with the Grays?
After all, how do we know you are really coming back,
or even if you are telling the truth about the Grays’ plans?
And quite frankly, why such a sudden interest in human
aﬀairs on the part of the Anunnaki, and in Americans in
particular?
*** *** ***

The Anunnaki are not particularly interested in the
Americans.
“Nonsense,” I said. “They are not particularly interested in
the Americans, you are not more important than anyone else
on earth.
The only reason for contacting you in particular is the fact
that the Grays have their bases in America. All the star
gates, the genetic laboratory facilities and installations are
either underground in America or in the American military
bases. In short, the Grays are contaminating the human DNA
from right here.”
I could see that they believed me. But they were still
naïve enough to believe that the Grays will eventually help
them develop the Star Weapon system they have promised
but failed to deliver.

The American still wanted to buy some time, and they
were not really sure how to do that. I could feel their
confusion.
“Ms. Anati,” said the Admiral. “We would like a little
time to confer before giving you our ﬁnal answer. If you don’t
mind, allow me to escort you to one of our private guest
lounges.
They are quite comfortable, I’ll arrange for coﬀee and
some refreshments, and we will come back for you in an hour
to ﬁnalize our plan. Would that be all right?”
*** *** ***

Humans are pure evil. They are treacherous
creatures.
It would have been just ﬁne, had this been the real
plan. Very natural and appropriate. But my Conduit was open
all along, and I read their thoughts freely.
I knew what they meant to do to me, and it did not
include coﬀee or refreshments, nor did it take place in a
guest lounge. But I decided to play their game, and went
quietly with the Admiral, who chatted pleasantly while
escorting me to an elevator.
The ride on the elevator was long. Very long. We went
down, obviously into some underground facility. I said
nothing about it and pretended all was well.
Eventually, the elevator stopped, the door opened,
and at the door, three or four soldiers waited for me. I was
grabbed unceremoniously, while the Admiral went back into
the elevator, not even giving me a glance.
I was shoved into a cell, they locked the door behind
me, and I was left alone in their underground prison.
As I said, I knew this was coming, but having my
resources, I had no reason to fear these people. I could, of

course, dematerialize myself and get out any time I wanted.
So I sat on the narrow bed, directed my Conduit, and
listened to their conversation. I must admit that I
experienced a slight feeling of claustrophobia.
I have come so close to being an extraterrestrial that it
was inevitable. But I repressed it, reminded myself that I
could leave any time I wanted, and listened carefully to the
conversation in the conference room.
“It won’t take long, they are all terribly
claustrophobic,” said the Admiral. “Her energy will drain
away, like a battery, very soon.”
“Will she die?” asked the White House representative
anxiously.
“I am not sure this is a good strategy, we may be held
accountable for any issues that may arise from her arrest.”
“She won’t die so quickly. She will go insane ﬁrst,” said
the Admiral.
“Well, so what do we do now?” asked the retired pilot.
“We have all sort of options, but what is clear to me is
that we must confuse the Anunnaki and get them oﬀ our
trail,” said one of the generals.
“But she may contact the Anunnaki ﬁrst,” said the
other general.
“This will be a good thing,” said the Admiral. “At the
same time she contacts them, we will send signals that will
confuse them. They won’t be able to decide where to go to
get her. In the meantime, she will go mad.”
“Are you sure they drain away like the Grays?” asked
the ﬁrst general.
“Oh, yes, they are all the same, these ﬁlthy aliens,”
said the Admiral. “Let her rot here, and we will have the
Anunnaki and the Grays so confused, they will ﬁght each
other, and that will take care of all our problems.”

At this moment, something happened in my own mind.
I realized that I no longer wanted to save these people. They
were pure evil, and the Anunnaki do not tolerate evil.
I felt, to my own amazement, that I no longer cared
about how many contaminated humans would die in the
cleansing. I knew the Anunnaki will save the clean ones. Let
the others go. I grinned. Yes, I ﬁnally started thinking like a
full Anunnaki. What’s more, I felt that I was quite capable of
killing them myself.
I remembered how shocked I was when my dear, kind,
loving husband killed without batting an eyelash. I was even
more shocked when my beloved sister-in-law told me that
she had killed too, on various missions she had undertaken.
Now I understood.
I was not angry with these treacherous creatures. A
cold, determined feeling went through my mind instead. It
was all so simple. They were evil, and so they had to die.
*** *** ***
I created a plasmic shield around me.
Calmly, I created a plasmic shield around me. Nothing
in the known universe could penetrate it. Wearing it, I could
pass through an exploding star and survive.
Then, I made some calculations, ﬁguring out how
much energy was needed to blow up the entire base, killing
everyone inside it in an instant. The plasmic shield was
invisible and I could hear perfectly well through it until I
chose to switch the audio oﬀ.
I materialized myself back into the conference room.
The look on their faces when they saw me was so priceless, I
had to laugh.
“Well, gentlemen,” I said quite politely, “this is the
end. I could have exploded the air base from anywhere on

the face of the earth, but I wanted to give you the news
personally.”
They must have communicated quickly with some of
the personnel, because about ﬁfteen soldiers, well-armed
with all sorts of paraphernalia, burst into the room and
rushed to grab me. The plasmic shield made them ﬂy
backwards, and some hit the wall. One or two fainted from
the blow.
*** *** ***

It’s time to blow the air base, and say good bye.
“I would not bother, if I were you, gentlemen,” I said.
“Believe me, there is absolutely nothing you can do. Well, it’s
time to blow the air base, and say good bye.”
“Please, Ms. Anati, we will do what the Anunnaki ask
us!” cried the White House representative. “Yes, yes, tell the
Anunnaki we have no conditions! We will obey them
implicitly!” said the Admiral. The others just stood there,
terrorized.
A few years ago, perhaps I would have taken pity on
them. I would have thought of their wives, children, pets…by
now I knew this was stupid sentimentality that made me less
than an Anunnaki.
That was over now.
“Too late, gentlemen,” I said. “Good bye.” I turned
down the audio, and activated the explosion.
It looked like a nuclear bomb. It sounded like one,
even through the plasmic shield. And it worked like one, too.
Nothing was left of building; I was now standing alone
in a huge, black, gaping hole in the ground.
From other buildings, people came out, screaming,
running wildly.
I ignored them, nodded with satisfaction at the
cleanliness of the job, turned away, and proceeded to
materialize myself in another continent.

I did not want the CIA agents hunting and bothering
me like ﬂies and gnats. Of course, I could kill them. But what
is the point of doing the Anunnaki cleansing job for them all
by myself?
Well, it was time to leave earth. If I ever came back to
it, after it was cleansed, I would no longer be the same
woman. I have changed, and my place now was on Nibiru.
However, I could not just call on Marduchk and ask
him to pick me up as usual. Ahead of me was another task,
the most important task of all. This task will be dangerous,
tremendously risky, but unavoidable, and I will have to do it
alone.
Somehow or other, I will have to leave everything of
me that was human right here on earth.
Only then will I be able to place my mind into the
clean, perfect Anunnaki body that was prepared for me some
years ago.
I will have to do that with no traces of humanity, or of
any possible contamination.
For that, I would have to shed my old body like the
skin of a snake, leave it on earth, and go home not in a space
ship, but rather, send my mind through a multidimensional
ba’ab. Which meant, in human terms, that I simply had to
die.”
Note:
Ambar Anati’s account was given to the author during his
visit to New York City. It is verbatim. Said account was
previously published in his books.
*** *** ***

The Black Box
“Aliens Little Black Box”
I. Introduction and deﬁnition
II. What is inside the Aliens Black Box?
III. Aliens’ intention: Replacing humans
__________________

I. Introduction and deﬁnition:
For many years, and in numerous countries, a great number
of abductees reported on a mysterious and macabre “Alien
Black Box”.
Allegedly, it is a little black box, the alien abductors, (in some
unspeciﬁed instances) show to abductees, point to it, and
return to their spacecraft.
It seems bizarre, but unfortunately it did happen, according
to very reliable contactees and abductees.
Many abductees, including experiencers wondered what was
the meaning of all this?
Why the extraterrestrials did not explain to them the reason
for showing them this box?
Well, they did, but abductees did not get it.
*** *** ***
II. What is inside the Aliens Black Box?
Allegedly, the little black box contains a live fetus of a hybrid
entity (creature), which is part human and part alien Gray.
The aliens show the Black Box to their abductees, and point
them to a small entity which resembles human beings;

sometime, they are babies, and some other time, adult
(Males and females). The aliens don’t say a word. They just
open the box and display its content.
III. Aliens’ intention: Replacing humans.
The intention of the aliens is clear: Look and see how we can
duplicate you and create your replacement!
What the abductees see is essentially a holographic photo of
their children; children they will give birth to, when
impregnated artiﬁcially in the aliens’ test-tubes.
Simply put, the Grays are developing a new human race; a
race called Grays-Humans Hybrids.

*** *** ***

US Military Bases Known for UFO
Activities and Programs
_________________________
1-Andrews Air Force Base:
Location: Southeast of Suitland, Maryland.
Very close to Washington, D.C.
2-Barksdale Air Force Base:
Location: West of Shreveport, Louisiana.
3- Bolling Air Force Base:
Location: Washington D.C.
4-Brunswick Naval Air Station:
Location: West of Brunswick, in southern Maine.
5- Cannon Air Force Base:
Location: East of Clovis, bordering New Mexico.
6-Carswell Air Force Base:
Location: Fort Worth, Texas.
7-Edwards Air Force Base:
Location: East of Rosamond, California.
8- Eglin Air Force Base:
Location: Bordering Choctawhatchee Bay, Florida.
9-Ellington Air Force Base (a.k.a. NASA Ellington Field):

Location: Near NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston,
Texas.
10-Ellsworth Air Force Base:
Location: South Dakota.
11-Fairchild Air Force Base:
Location: Washington.
12-Fort Ritchie:
Location: Maryland.
13-Grand Forks Air Force Base:
Location: 16 miles west of Grand Forks, North Dakota.
14-Groom Lake Test Facility:
Location: About 120 Miles northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada,
(Nellis Air Force Range.)
15-Holloman Air Force Base:
Location: Approximately 15 km. southwest of Alamogordo,
New Mexico.
16-Homestead Air Force Base:
Location: Florida.
17-Hunter Army Air Field:
Location: Georgia.
18-Kinchloe Air Force Base:
Location: Michigan.
19-Kinross Air Force Base:
Location: Michigan.
20-Kirtland Air Force Base:
Location: Albuquerque, New Mexico.

21- Langley Air Force Base:
Location: Northeast of Hampton, Virginia.
22-Loring Air Force Base:
Location: Northeast of Limestone, Maine.
23-Los Alamos Research Facility:
Location: Los Alamos, New Mexico.
24-Luke Air Force Base:
Location: Arizona.
25-Malstrom Air Force Base:
Location: Montana.
26-March Air Force Base:
Location: California.
27- Maxwell Air Force Base:
Location: Near Prattville, Alabama.
28-Minot Air Force Base:
Location: 13 miles north of Minot, North Dakota.
29-NORAD Headquarters:
Location: Inside Cheyenne Mountain, near Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
30-Norton Air Force Base:
Location: California.
31-Oakdale Armory:
Location: Near Greater Pittsburgh International Airport,
Pennsylvania.

32-Pease Air Force Base:
Location: Near Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
33- The Pentagon:
Location: Arlington, Virginia.
34- Peterson Air Force Base:
Location: Colorado Springs, Colorado.
35-Plattsburgh Air Force Base:
Location: New York.
36-Sawyer Air Force Base:
Location: Michigan.
37-Truax Air Force Base:
Location: Michigan.
38-Wright-Patterson Air Force Base:
Location: Fairborn, Ohio.
39-Wurtsmith Air Force Base:
Location: Michigan.

*** *** ***

Foreign Military Bases known for UFO
activities
_____________________

Australia:
Pine Gap Research Facility:
Location: 12 miles from Alice Springs, Australia's Northern
Territory.
Canada:
Falconbridge Air Force Station:
Location: Near Northbay, Ontario, Canada.
England:
Bentwaters Air Force Base (a.k.a. RAF Bentwaters):
Location: Near Bentwaters, England.
Iran:
Shahrokhi Air Force Base:
Location: In Hamadan, Iran.
Russia:
Plesetsk Military Cosmodrome:
Location: Plesetsk, in northwest Russia.

*** *** ***

Selected Books by Maximillien de Lafayette
Published by Times Square Press.

_________________________________
Description and Explanation of Anunnaki, Babylonian,
Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian, Phoenician Slabs,
Seals, Inscriptions, Statues, Tablets and Secret
Symbols
The ﬁrst book ever written about Babylon, Sumer, Phoenicia,
Hittites and the Anunnaki slabs, tablets/inscriptions. Based
on the original work, writings and lectures of Ulema de
Lafayette from 1962 to the present. Each artifact is
described, translated and explained. A major masterpiece!
The world's ﬁrst documentation on the existence of the
extraterrestrial gods who created our civilizations. Hundreds
of photos & illustrations. This book was written to deal with
and to explain all the meanings, mysteries and secrets of
ancient civilizations connected with the Anunnaki, and to
provide the readers with suﬃcient guidance, translation and
explanation of major archeological ﬁnds, ranging from a
ﬁgurine to a massive monument.
*** *** ***

The Complete, Revised and Expanded Ulema Anunnaki
Tarot. Extraterrestrial Lessons and Techniques to See
your Future
For the ﬁrst time ever in the Western world, and in the
history of the occult, divination, Tarot, Anunnaki, Ulema, and
esoteric studies of all kinds, the reader, the seer, the adept
and the novice will have access to the world's most powerful
book on the subject. These 7,000 year old secrets, and
forbidden knowledge and techniques, for reading the future
and changing major events in your life, are being made
available for the ﬁrst time.
Lessons, advice, techniques, training and reading your Future
and Tarot are directly provided by the last contemporary
Ulema Anunnaki who lived consecutively through three
centuries.
Techniques and lessons include how to discover your lucky
hours and days; how to reverse bad luck; learning about your
past lives, your present, your future, and your multiple
existences on Earth and in other dimensions, how to foresee
and avert imminent dangers threatening your life, health,
career, business, and relationships.
*** *** ***
The Revised, Indexed and Complete Book of the
Anunnaki-Ulema Final Warning to Humanity, the End
of Time, and the Return of the Anunnaki in 2022.
The Grays' creation of a hybrid-human race, and the
ﬁnal clash between extraterrestrials and Earth.
Detailed descriptions of:
1-When and how the Anunnaki will return to Earth;
2-Areas/countries of their landing;
3-What their agenda is;
4-What they are going to do to the human race;
5-Who is going to be saved and/or killed;

6-Their spaceships and stargates (Ba'abs) over major cities;
7-The 2022 major arrival of the Anunnaki to Earth and their
clash with humans;
8-Holographic pictures showing the entire sequence of the
Roswell crash;
9-Inside the Dulce Base;
10-The Anunnaki's classiﬁcation of Humanity into three
groups, regarding their level of contamination;
11-United States "Protocol on the Extraterrestrial visit to
Earth in 2022";
12-United States Government publications on extraterrestrial
invasions.
*** *** ***
Mind-Bending Black Operations, Weapons Systems
and Experiments by Extraterrestrials, Grays and
Governments: The Hidden World of the Anunnaki,
Ulema, Grays and Secret Military-Aliens Bases and
Laboratories on Earth, Underwater and in Space
An explosive book on secret projects and black operations
conducted by extraterrestrials and the Gray alien race living
here on planet Earth. Detailed listing of each project, and
explanation of its impact on the human race.
It includes:
1-B.C.B: The horrible "Compressor" and the alien-US
technology: Sucking up your brain, memory and all your
personal thoughts.
2-Weapons systems capable of slowing down time, or
prolonging it indeﬁnitely.
3-Bioelectric extraterrestrial robots "B.E.R": The HumanoidsUS "BER Program" and Men-in-Black.
4-Extraterrestrials' "Corridor Plasma".
5-The Vortex Tunnel: The American military has successfully
sent six men through the vortex. 6-Extraterrestrial genetic
labs that created half humans/half animals.

*** *** ***
The New and Revised Book on Ulema Secret Teachings
on
Anunnaki,
Extraterrestrials,
UFOs,
Alien
Civilizations and how to Acquire Paranormal Powers
For the ﬁrst time, Maximillien de Lafayette reveals and
explains the secrets of the Anunnaki who created the human
race some 65,000 years ago. A rare opportunity to enter
their secret world hidden from us for the past 7,000 years. It
analyses and explains step by step, the brightest and darkest
secrets and mysteries of the origin of the human race, who
created us, and how the Holly Scriptures borrowed their
stories from the Anunnaki-Ulema books.
*** *** ***
Anunnaki, UFOs, Extraterrestrials And Afterlife
Greatest Information As Revealed By Maximillien de
Lafayette. A set of 3 books
Book 1: Anunnaki, UFOs, Extraterrestrials And
Afterlife Greatest Information As Revealed By
Maximillien de Lafayette. Part 1.
Summary of the best of Maximillien de Lafayette, the world’s
leading authority on the Anunnaki, and selections of his most
important writings, mind-blowing discoveries and ﬁndings
about:

1-Anunnaki greatest secrets,
2-Extraterrestrials habitat and way of life on their planets,

3-UFOs and USOs technology,
4-Year 2022 date of the Anunnaki return to earth,

5-US President meeting with aliens,
6-Allegedly a fake God we worship (Judaic-Christian-Muslim
God),
7-How aliens created us genetically from clay,

8-Description of the afterlife,
9-How to contact dead loved ones and pets,
10-humans and aliens living in parallel worlds,

11-Galactic copies of ourselves in
multiple universes,
12-Anunnaki Ulema secret techniques of longevity, health
and immortality,
13-How Moses and Abraham selected and created a God
from the Sumerian/Phoenician pantheon, and much much
more.
This massive work in 4 parts is a presentation of the best
ideas, research and discoveries taken from 60 previously
written books by the legendary Maximillien de Lafayette.
Book 2: Anunnaki, UFOs, Extraterrestrials And
Afterlife Greatest Information As Revealed By
Maximillien de Lafayette. Part 2. 4th Edition
It includes:
1. Anunnaki’s karma.
2.Entering The 4th Dimension And Returning From The World
Beyond.
3. How do Anunnaki measure time?
4. The Anunnaki have created us on earth to serve their
needs.
5. Earth is considered the lowest organic and human life-form
in the universe.
6. If your name contains one of the 72 powerful words of the
Al Khalek (Creator), then you will be lucky, and you will
prosper in life.
7. The origin and the genetic creation of the human races by
the Anunnaki.
8. The space-made human creatures.
9. Anunnaki used an extraction from mushroom and mixed it
with an Anunnaki female’s DNA to create a secret race of
creature.

10. Female extraterrestrial
Jehovah, God or Allah.

goddesses

created

us,

not

Book 3: Anunnaki, UFOs, Extraterrestrials And
Afterlife Greatest Information As Revealed By
Maximillien de Lafayette. Part 3. 4th Edition
It contains:
1.The genetic composition of Abel.
2.Eve’s relation to the Anunnaki.
3.The afrit, Djins and evil spirits.
4.Arakh-nara “Arcturus” and Edgar Cayce.
5.A selection of important words from the Anunnaki’s
language.
6.Building the Anunnaki’s tool “Minzar” to see the future and
enter another dimension.
7. Contacting the alternate realities.
8.Secret calendar of the Anunnaki.
9. How real is the holographic/parallel dimension you are
visiting, after using the Anunnaki time-space tool?
10.The Anunnaki Miraya and opening the Conduit.
*** *** ***
Mind Blowing Dialogues With Anunnaki Ulema Masters
Living Among Us. 3rd Edition. Revelations of the
Greatest Information, Secrets & Mysteries of UFOs,
Extraterrestrials,
Time
Space
Travel,
Parallel
Dimensions, Occult and Life After Death
3rd Edition, brand new and revised.
For the ﬁrst time in the history of modern ufology and
Anunnaki, real people communicate with 300/500 year old
Anunnaki-Ulema
and
write
to
them,
read
their
correspondence, questions& answers.
Are you protected by an angel, a "Double", your astral body?
The whole secrets and story of the German ﬁrst UFOs,

frontiers of the world beyond; Nibiru, the Anunnaki's physical
and non-Physical dimensions.
Matrix of humanity, Matrix of the Universe, Matrix of your life
& future. Description of how Anunnaki created Mankind. This
is what you see & feel when you enter Nibiru, the afterlife &
other dimensions.
Description of Grays fetuses storage room, tubes &
containers, operation room for breeding, hybridization,
creating new race. Complete description of the habitat of
hybrids, cloned people, how they live day by day. Relation
between you, Anunnaki and God (is he real or fake?) Why
aliens & humans have MIND not a soul?
*** *** ***
THE BOOK OF RAMADOSH.7,000 Year Old Anunnaki
Ulema Techniques To Live Longer, Happier, Healthier,
Wealthier.
4th and latest edition. Possibly, this is the greatest book on
the Anunnaki-Ulema extraordinary powers ever published in
the West.
Learn their techniques that will change your life for ever. You
will never be the same person again.
This book reveals knowledge that is thousands of years old.
Generally, such a statement would bring to mind images of
the occult, hidden mysteries, perhaps ancient religious
manuscripts. But the Book of Ramadosh is diﬀerent.
It is based on "Transmission of Mind", used eons ago by the
Anunnaki and their remnants on Earth. Written by
Maximillien de Lafayette, author of 250 books, and the world
leading authority on Anunnaki/Ulema.
The book not only gives you techniques that could bring you
health, happiness, and prosperity, but goes deeply into the
why and how these techniques do so. Learn how to revisit
past/future & travel in time/space; see dead friends & pets in
afterlife; secret hour to open Conduit & zoom into your

Double & multiple universes; bring luck and change your
future...
*** *** ***

Revised Editions
1520 Things You Don't Know about UFOs, Aliens
Technology, Extraterrestrials and U.S. Black
Operations. Vol.1.

Volume 1 from a set of 2 volumes. Third Edition.
The importance of this groundbreaking book resides in the
originality of its material and world-premiere information on
UFOs, USOs, extraterrestrials, intraterrestrials, aliens, alien
technology, U.S. black operations and aliens multiple
universes, not readily available elsewhere, and covering the
most important events and ﬁndings in the history of modern
ufology and the study of alien civilization, parallel universes,
and multiple dimensions, as DIRECTLY explained to us by the
extraterrestrials we met with since 1947.
Nowhere, in any published book, on websites, in conferences
and other published material, you will ever ﬁnd the
information, data, brieﬁngs and reports provided in this book.
For instance (Information and reports never revealed before
or known to ufologists and the general public):

1. Complex machines used by the aliens to talk to us
2. Transcripts of our meetings with aliens and
extraterrestrials
3. Secret Presidential Memoranda about UFOs and
extraterrestrials
4. Deciphering aliens' codes and languages (Alien Phonology)
5. The secret Alien language lexicon
6. Photos and lists of names of American, British, French, and
Russian linguists who worked on deciphering aliens' symbols
and scientists who worked on alien reverse
engineering/technology
7. Manufactured aliens: Extraterrestrials manufacture
themselves, and are born fully grown and mature
8. Categories of alien races and their organism structure
9. Mode of operation of UFOs and aliens time-machines
10. Mode of communication with aliens (Exopherom)
11. Extraterrestrial Mind/Cellular Motor. How an alien brain is
wired?
12. What happened at the ﬁrst meeting with the aliens?
13. Meeting with three diﬀerent non-human species
14. The Grays' world
15. Aliens explanation of the Universe, Time, Space, Parallel
dimensions, Creation of the world and human species
16. Mind-bending technology and weapons systems we got
from the aliens
17. Corridor Plasma
18. Aliens cellular memory
19. Technology that could rewind, stop or accelerate time
20. Technology that could transport cities from one continent
to another
21. Locations of Stargates around the globe
22. Hidden entrances to other worlds and dimensions
23. Mind-blowing Black Operations and Projects that will
change humanity's future and our place in the universe
And much more!- Dina Vitantonio, Editor.

1520 Things You Don't Know about UFOs, Aliens
Technology, Extraterrestrials and U.S. Black
Operations. Vol.2.

In this volume:
1.The Grays and the BL-rm3
2.4 UFOs crashes on record
3.Human bodies’ parts were found inside an alien spacecraft
4.Excerpts from the Aliens Transcripts of our meetings with
extraterrestrials and intraterrestrials in 1947 and 1948
5.Scientist and Nobel Prize winner, Dr. Francis Crick wrote:
“The astonishing hypothesis is, that there is no soul.” This is
exactly what the aliens told the military.
6.What the aliens told us about Jesus, the disciples, the four
Bibles and the Gnostics.
7. Aliens Rewinding Time Technology
8. Translation Signals Box (TSB): A machine the aliens gave
us, which allowed us to respond to their communications and
messages
9. CTF (Transmission Channel): A device used by military
scientists to receive messages from aliens
10. The Web: A network of underwater channels linking
together intraterrestrial communities
11.VCP: Vortex Tunnel Weapon System
12.The military has successfully sent some of its personnel
through a vortex tunnel to another dimension, and
successfully, they were brought back
13. Aliens Spinning Mobile Satellite” (SMS): The mode of
transportation down the underwater bases
14. Corridor Plasma and the Vacuum Tunnel: Underwater cold
plasma tunnel used by the intraterrestrials (The Grays) to
navigate underwater
15. Bioelectric extraterrestrial robots “B.E.R”: Human-like
robots capable of acting like human beings
16.Aliens zooming into the past and jumping into the future
17. BCB: The Aliens Compressor Machine
18.List of names of scientists who collaborated with aliens
and/or worked on alien reverse engineering
19. Major discoveries based on alien technology

20.Non-disclosure policy by Catholic archbishops and secret
committees. (Their names and role)
21.On Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Nixon and Bush Sr.
knowledge of and involvement with the alien phenomenon.
22.The shipped aliens’ dead bodies to Walter Reed Hospital

NEW Maria Orsic, Nikola Tesla, Their Extraterrestrials
Messages, The Occult And UFOs (In 2 Volumes)

MARIA ORSIC IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PERSONALITY IN
UFOLOGY’S HISTORY!!
3rd Edition, totally revised, updated and indexed. Volume 1
(278 Pages. A huge ﬁle of 27 MB) from a set of 2 volumes.
This book is also available in paperback in 2 volumes at
Lulu.com A world premiere! A must read book. Absolutely
fascinating!!!! The world’s ﬁrst book on Maria Orsic and the
Ladies of Vril, and Nikola Tesla’s extraterrestrials’ connection.
Hundreds upon hundreds of photos, drawings and sketches
from the original ﬁles.
Information from secrets ﬁles of the NKVD, KGB, OSS,

Gestapo, SS, MI5, and intelligence agencies in 6 countries.
Everything began with Maria Orsic, including extraterrestrial
messages, aliens’ contacts and the UFOs in modern times.
The UFO phenomenon, the ﬁrst contacts with aliens from
civilizations beyond our solar system, and extraterrestrials’
messages, all started with an occult-metaphysical-mysticismpsychical movement created by Maria Orsic in 1917, a
medium and founder of the Vrilerinnen ( The Vril Society),
and
based
upon
messages
she
received
from
extraterrestrials from Aldebaran (Alpha Tauri), which
contained technical data and precise instructions on how to
build a super “Out of this World” ﬂying machine (UFO). But of
course everything changed as soon as the SS took control of
the metaphysical eﬀorts of Orsic and her associates. And the
macabre episode ended with the SS senior oﬃcers
slaughtering 60 German scientists who were working on the
ﬁnal prototypes of the Bell UFO, when they became
convinced that Germany has lost the war.
Fearing that their UFO technology will fall into the hands of
the Red Army, SS oﬃcers shot the leading engineers. And
those who managed to escape, just 3 days before the
Russian troops entered Berlin, vanished from the face of the
earth, taking with them the most important documents and
blueprints of the last versions of their Bell-UFOs, stealth
supersonic bombers, jet-ﬁghters, and other secret miracleweapons. But the greatest, most unique and most formidable
person in all these scenarios, Germany’s UFOs saga, and the
history of ufology and extraterrestrials’ contacts was and still
is Maria Orsic.
Maria was an extraordinary woman on so many levels!
Read about:
1.Life and times of Maria Orsic. The ﬁrst person on Earth to
receive extraterrestrial messages in 1917. The ﬁrst woman to
build a UFO using technical data given to her by
extraterrestrials

2.Unusual medium/psychic with unusual friends and
extraterrestrials from Aldebaran.
3.Maria Orsic, Anunnaki and Sumerians link
4.Explanation of the aliens’ messages Maria received in
Sumerian-Ugaritic-Ana’kh cuneiform scripts
5.The story of the German UFOs
6.The extraterrestrials who survived the Great Flood
7.Shortcut to others planets, stars and galaxies
8.Stargates: The stairways to the heavens
9. Himmler SS attempts to kill Maria Orsic
10.Brüder Des Lichts
11.Thule-Gesellschaft
12.Vril-Gesellschaft
13.Description of life on Adelbaran
14.Proﬁle of the Adelbaran’s extraterrestrials
15.Comparison between Adelbaran and Ash.Ta.Ri (Nibiru)
16.Germany’s ﬁrst Bell-UFOs
17.The paranormal aspect of the German UFOs
18.UFOs, Aliens, Aliens’ Rapture, Nikola Tesla, and the United
States Government
19.Nicola Tesla’s ﬁles on extraterrestrials
20.J. Edgar Hoover and FBI Tesla’s ﬁles
21.Tesla, Brigadier General L. C. Craigie, and Patterson Air
Force Base, and the “Project Nick”
22.Russian Telsa’s beam weapon system and the United
States Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI)
23.Tesla Teslascope; device to contact extraterrestrials
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